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t not to be
ulpatory
QUALIFY EOlt STATE FESTIVAL-Four 'Calloway County High School
students won first place awards in the sixth annual Foreign Language
Festival at Murray State Univereity Monday to-qualify for state competition.
Shown (left to right) and their categories are: Amanda Dunn, impromptu
reading, first year Spanish; Lisa Ba,zzell, impromptu reading, second year
Spanish; and rasa Cleaver, written proficiency; third year Spanish. Not •
lured is Laura Jarrett, who won first for her Spanish T-shirt-First place • , '
ners are eligible to compete Saturday in the Kentucky Foreign Language-
Festival at the University of Kentucky in Lexington.
WASHINGT(V (AP) - Bynamnelj _
owing the Panama Canal treaties,
the Senate has handed President Carter
. a major foreign policy victory whose
- domestic political impact may be felt at• 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL WINNERS-Students at Murray High
School won 11 first place awards in the sixth annual Foreign Language
Festival at Murray State University Monday. Shown (left to right, front) are
Beth Boston, written proficiency and oral proficiency, advance SpanM;
Kayne Beasley, written proficiency and oral proficiency, first year French;
Donna Bailey, recitation, advanced French; (back) Debbie Damelt, poetry
recitation and written proficiency, second year Spanish; Annette Futrell,
French T-shirt David Boyd, French construction model; and Ray Stewart
French ceramics. Not shown is Linda Homer, who won first place for
poetry recitation, second year French. The festival was sponsored by the
Department of Foreign Languages at Murray State.
The local chapter of The National
Secretaries Association ( International )
Is sponsoring a "Kick-Off" luncheon to
launch the upcoming observance of
Secretaries Week, April 24 through 28.
All area secretaries are invited to join
the local secretaries association on
Friday, April 21, at 12 noon at DeVanti's
where . the luncheon will be held.
Reservations should be made by calling
Joyce Key, NSA member and chairman
of the luncheon, at 753-4926.
Each year since 1952, the last full
week of April has been set aside for the
observance of Secretaries Week which
Is officially acknowledged by federal,
state and municipal governments. The
purpose of the week is to bring
recognition to secretaries for their vital
role in business, indusify, education,
government, and the professions. It
_ also serves to regnind secretaries of
their responsibilities to their
profession.
In addition tO -the open luncheon
'which launches the Secretaries Week
' observance, the local NSA Chapter is
spec soring a mini-workshop on public
speaking, with Dr. Constantine Curris,
as guest speaker. The workshop is alsn
open to all area secretaries It will be.
• held on _Monday, April 24_, at 700 prn.
at the University Branch of the Bank of
'II tsveryfrfltkflt that all
eteries and their emPlpyers un-
derstand that you do. not have to be a
Menhir of NSA to participate in this
week. It -is a week set aside for
recognition of all secretaries," stated
Mrs;__Key, ,400. the legal_ Ctia_pter_ of
NSA has made it a practice to sponsor
activities where local secretaries can
come to learn more about NSA„ and
also be involved in a beneficial
professional activity, in keeping with
the professional objective -of the
Association.
We hope all will consider joining us
not only in the observance of the week
itself, but at 4„tpme.,7 special activities
available to during this ob-
servance."
The polls in November.
By a vote of 68 to 32, the Senate on
Tuesday accepted the second and final
treaty setting forth the terms by which
the United States will relinquish control
of the canal to-Panama by the year
Under the treaty, the United Sates
reserves the right to use military force
If necessary to keep the canal "open,
neutral, secure and accessible," -while
forsireartig any attempt 1:0- interfere
with Panama's "political independence
Cr sovereign integrity." -
Moments after the Senate acted,
Carter telephoned Senate Democratic
Leader Robert C. Byrd and
congratulated him on a "beautiful
k vote."
• The city of Murray will be facing---zerne- -lir tonumtnity
Kentucky DemoCratic Sens. Wendell keen competition from other Purchase. -development funda (dam win in. 
-!°E44Wit.141ter 4udcie4414,1,,, 14vtiallia. eities-wheirthe-applicabontsioltric
azikectaccording to .neert-----
- — community development block grants Hazel will be applying for a corn-
in m
ay, munity development grant to improve
Murray will be applying for some the housing stock by rehabilitating
$600,000 to rehabilitate about 30 homes substandard housing in that south
in the Douglas community in Murray, -Calloway County city. Hardin in nearby
plus .rework streets, drainage, curbs
and gutters. The city will be applying
for the grant through the U. S.
Department of Housing and Urband
Development.
Murr_fyGiV Planner Steve Zea told a
group---01-Murray planning -com-
missioners in a session Tuesday night
• that although competition for the
money will be strong both in the Pur-
--e*e-and statewide; the city linty Issitre
second treaty, as-he had against the
Ford, heavily lobbied by the Carter first, because of three ` 'problems."
adniinistration, including Vice 
' 
The problems, as Ford has outlined
President Welter Mcaxiale, before- the--i--thent ,--are-that-the-treaties-eentain-ne
'first vote-was under no pressure Tues- guarantee the United States can
day, said Ford aide Mike Reuhling. negotiate to continue its military pres-
I "The drama surrounding the first ence in the Canal Zone after 1999, no
vote (when it was thought Ford might guarantee that the U.S. can intervene to
- - - _
the_ratima CimaLtal'anni_inthli....Latilits_ :his -.pukka a
s—
yoar--2°°°- -.- - - treaties) did -not reoccur," Ruehling-•
The two voted as they' had an the gait said. "Today was Just a normal da
y in
canal treaty - Huddleston oUr. office*"
and FOrd against 
- -




keeptheeaftal open and no guarantee of
proper maintenance and operation of
the canal.
Ford said most of the cOnstituents
who wrote to his office expressed
similar reservations about the treaties.
Hudclleston made up his mind to vote
for the treaties "without ever having
-- talked to President-Carter or any -of -his
close associates about it," said Hud-
dleston aide Ed Graves.
See KENTUCKY SENATORS
Page 14-A, Column 3
In Seeking Development* Funds
Murray Used Car
PADUC.AR-Your Murray wiede
dealers and one Paducah dealer art„
exPeeted to appear in U. S. Distria
Court here Thursday in connection with
ederal gran& -fury indictrneitria-
- allegedly altering automobile
_ ociometers to increase the sales value of
the cars.
The federal indictments follow an
'investigation by the U. S. atialines
office:
Named in the latest indictments are
Tri-State Motors of Paducah, including
Bill Parker, Herbert Herndon and Bc.h
Devers ; Lasster Auto Sales of Murray,
James -Jiggs" Lassiter; Brandon
Brothers Used Cars of Murray, G. T
Brandon; Crouse Motor Sales Inc. of
Murray, Bill Crouse; and Todd Used
Cars Inc., J. T. Todd, Murray.
According to a .spelteemap for the
— dtstrik court clerk's Mice, the
- men are expected to be arrainged at 9
Sm. Thursday before U. S. Magistrate
David King.
According to the court official,
Lassiter, Brandon, Crouse and Todd
are each charged with multiple counts
of allegedly disconnecting, re-setting or
altering odometers.
In addition, Lassiter, Crouse and
Todd are charged in connection with
multiple counts of allegedly giving.false
odometer statements on transfer of
automobiles.
Tri-State Motors was named in a 19-
count indictment for alleged offenses
between December, 1976, and Sep-
tember, 1977.
Ten of the 19 counts related to
alteration' of vehicle odometers. The
rest charged the firm with failing to
provide buyers of the vehicles with
_written statements attesting to the ac-
tual mileage as required, by federal
law.
The indictment charges that Parker.
Herndon and Devers conspired to reset
mileage odometees.
U.S. Attorney Albert Jones said
tampering and false mileagt statement
charges are misdemeanors, each
carrying a maximum fine of $50,000 and
one year's imprisonment.
The Kentucky State Charity Horse Show will be held in
Murray this weekend. This week's Cooking Corner is
devoted to the culinary talents of Mrs. Edwina Simmons
who glves recipes ideal for entertaining horse shOirioers,
Pale  1-8. •••• 
_
ConsideraVe cloudiness and
much cooler through Thursday
with showers likely through the
period Lows tonight in the mid to
.11ortrA=k
Friday througb -Sunday: A
chance of rain by Saturday or
Sunday, otherwise partly cloudy
and cool throughout the period.
Dittractee..-talksfre: inside




By LOWELI ATCHLEY Some 140 to 150 cities in the state are
Staff Reporter expected to apply with Murray for
unding.
- "Ifeel we'll have the best application
bi bousinet that has F_
i?•
a ,94!! ,of the
city. Wet
project, W. A. Franklin, chairman of
the commission said Tuesday night.
Franklin said the project is designed
to improve the quality of housing in the
wa high, has som.e 2911 homes with  
about 400 people are in the area.
Franklin called the application "a very
ambitious project" for the city.
Zea said his office expects to submit a
complete application for the corn-
_ATiunitY development money in early_Marshall County is also applying-4ov
money to rehabilitate substandard
houses there.
All applications go "through -initial
screening with Purchase Area
_Development (PAI)D)_in_Mayfield and
-according tii-a-PADD publication,
cities, along with Murray, Hazel and
.--Hardin, that will apply include.
LaCenter, Barlow, Bardwelt; Hickman,
--Fulton, Mayfield, Wingo, Clinton. Eel -
Paducah.
A 15-member advisory committee is
currently working with personnel in the
City planner's office on the Douglas
May.
In other planning commission action
Tuesday night, minutes of the city's
board of zoning adjustments will be
available for reading at future planning
_commission meetings. That action
came on a request from -Howard
_Koenen, a conutissioner who-also sits
on Murray City Council.
The planning commission is• expected
to initiate a study of storm water
flooding on streets parallel with the
"old" city park. That action comes on
the wake of the reports of a new Postal -
Service building locating near the park.
MEETING PREPARATION-A planning committee with the Murray-Calloway 
County League of Women Voters
met with Murray Mayor Melvin Henley Tuesday afternoon for finalize plans for an 
upcoming town meeting April 22
Pictured talking with Henley are (seated, from left) Pat Baker, committee 
chairperson, Philis Alvic, (standing, from
left Marcie Johnson and Diane Spuriock. The mayor and council will atten
d the town meeting for a question-
answer period beginning at 10 a.m. in the Calloway County Public Library.
WASHINGTON ( AP) -- The nation's
economic output dropped for the first
time in three years in the first quarter
of 1978 as businesses and consumers
curtailed their spending, the Com-
merce Department said today.
The report was bad news for
businesses and unemployed workers,
who are countinpon economic growth
to provide jobs and stimulate pur-
chases.
The naticei's gross national product,
or output of goods • and services,
decilned at An apnual rate of 0.6 percent
in the first three months of the year, the
department said. That was the first
drop since a 9.6 percent slide during the
first quarter of 1975, at the end of the
recession.
, Severe winter weather and the coal
strike held the economic output down
by about 1.5 or 3 percentage points, the
department estimated. That means
-that even with mild weather and no coal
Wit IMORPIrey wotialave_gico.wn_. _
by -only about 2 to 2.5 percent.
Economist', say it takes a growth rate
-4 -abet* perteM year • to keep
inernploymtint, which is now 6.2 'per-
ent, from worsening.
Contrasting with the latest decline,
•cenornic growth in the first quarter of
977, during another severe winter, was
riatiusi.-24...neccont. Since -them It
trailed off to 6.2 percent in the second
quarter, 5.1 percent in the third quarter
and 3.8 percent in the fourth quarter of
1977.
The inflation rate, as measured in the
gross national product figures, was 7
percent in the first quarter, compared
with a 6.1 percent rate last fall.
The Commerce Department said the
biggest reason for the drop last quarter
was a 1.3 percent decline in business
sales after a strong 6.1 percent increase
in the final three month of 1977. The
declines' were in consumer spending,
construction, exports and government
purchases.
Despite the weak first quarter, other
economic indicators have shown that
the worst was in January and February
and that business • activity was im-
proving in March. The department said
Tuesday that housing consyxtion rose
32 percent in March. allliough it was
still below December levels Ameri-
cans' personal income and their retail
purchases alsohave begun to increase.
Consumers spent $24.5 billion more in
the firec-quarter than they did at the end
of 1977, but the gain-was far less than
the $40.6-billion gain in the Oetober-
December' 1977 period.
Revised Murray School Calendar Okayed
The last day of school for students in
the Murray Independent School System
will be Monday, June 5, according to
superintendent Robert Jeffrey.
.......lettrey said this morning that. the
state Board of Education has given
final approval to the Schnol's revised
ciletutar witchanirtfle school-year on
the mete day as atder the original
calendar
Baccaleaurate services for Murray
High School graduating seniors will be
held Sunday, May 28 and corn-
mencetnantis scheduled for Thursday,
June 1 under the new calendar.
. ''We are meeting now with the
calendar committee and, hopefully, the-
calendar for the 1978-79 school year will
-lie.approved early in May." -Jaffrey
sail
ltiembers of the local board
• education- beard staff evaluations from
MILS priritipal Roy Weatherly and
as.sistatit principal John Hine at a
meeting last night.. No recom-
mendations on the staff were finalized
at last night's meeting. however.
Named, Dean
Gregory Leonard Vaughn,
• son of Mr. and Mrs Theodore
L. Vaughn of Murray Route
  Two.. ba_s teen named to the
honor list ,for students who
---- have- achieved grade point-
averages of 3.3 or about out of
a possible 4.0 at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green.
Vaughn was one of. 1,334
students honored at the
school's &miler honors con-
vocation for students held on
Sunday, .April 2, at Western.
The Paducah School of
Practical Nursilig is now
accepting applications for the
1978 class which will begin the
first week of August. The
program is -11 months and
offers over 1500 hours of in-
struction in nursirit. The
*hool is accredited by the
Kentucky Board of Nurse
Education and Nurse
Registration and the National
League for Nursing.





Ends Tonite - "First Love" 7:39,
STARTS TtYPIORROW
141N ciatestar \ 111\kli.1
ilfer THIEVNE
  AND ONLY
'11.11111.11111111 111111"11111111.1.111111111. Ha t' PrOgram MeetSeats $3.00 Un  ust HaveCcte fl' No Bargain Nite Written Permission. _
Bor,gfts Home
out to do: She ended Up pregnant and insisted on marriage.
will be awarded a diploma and
will qualify to take the
examination for licensur.e sale
Lieensed Practical Nurse.
Licensed Practical Nurses
work in hospitals, nursing
hasiest-nebile-bealth- agen-
cies, doctors offices, in-
dustrial firms and other areas
of nursing.
Applicants must be 17 years
of age, be a high school
graduate or have the General
Educational Development
test, be in good physical and
mental. health, furnish
references, take an aptitude
test and have a personal -in-
terv iew . The cost of the
program to in-state students is
$5.00 registrAtion fee and $4.00
per month tuition. The
registration fee for out-of-
state students is $20.00 and
tuition is $40.00 per month.
The Cott- of -tio*oks an
uniforms run approximately
Dangers Of Drug
Q: Mes.-1P.P. writes that
she and her husband plan
to start a family. She
wella Au know g reliable
source of information
about safe medicines to
use during pregnancy. She
believes that her health is
normal, and she has a
relative who is a young
diabetic.
A: I commends you for





your health to be goOd, you
should see a physician and
.have a_ general_ elru-cicup.,
Including laboratory stud-
ies. You will want to rule
out whether you have  any,
---d--tendeney-te-diabetes-rnel-
lltus. Follow your physi-
$150.00.
Appfkations may be filed at





The aptitude test which is-
required is the General Apv
titude, Test Battery (GAT13) •
and can be taken at- the-
Department of Human
Resources at 614 South 6th
Street-in .Pimileeah, Kentucky.
Applicants mould call 502-444-
-63M -fiiiLapesiisMnents-le- take
this test.
Personal interviews will be
scheduled after the test scores





FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES
Saturday
2:00
Rules For Bag O'Litter Show
Pick up a regular grocery bog full of-
Mier from your neighborhood and bring
it to' the ..CAPRI Saturday at 2:00. YoUr
bog of litter will admit you to see
-YOURS, MINE AND OURS." Litter must
be picked Up from outside your Warne,
froTh hei Waste con ibliiei•S'
is- not arcopiable COME rIAL -LEI'S  -
CLEAN LIP MURRAY AND CALLOWAY
COUNTY ANDSEE THM-FINE MOVIE FOR
A BAG O'LITTEVT1 I
Fentlire
.411fOURS, AWL AND OURS.
• totille-Baff - Henry Fonda
$1.25 Without Bag O'Utt. or
By Abigail. Van B-uren
• 0 1978 Py aucarao Tribune•NY. Newt itrwl
DEAR,ABBY: When but son -Da-vRt was 15, he gave a -
15-year-old girl (I'll call her Dolly) a "promise ring" against'
our wishes_ When she turned 16, he gave her a $l,50 sew ing
machine With money he had earned and saved. Her parents
let her accept it, which we thought was wrong. They also•
let David stay at their house until. 2 and 3 in the morning
the Sinking Springs Baptist Now, I have bitter feelings about Dolly and her people,
met M. the home -411 . and have chooser! not to be-around her. That's the problem.
Della Boggess for the Week of I still love our son; and want to keep in close contact with
him in case he needs me, but I cannot stand his wife or her
family! I want to be close to my grandchild, but. under the
circumstances irs--very difficult-.-
My husband says well lose our son If -we don't break
down and accept his wirejlit know being around her





"Share" was presented by
Carol Turner with ..the.




were from Psalms 51:1-9 with
each member present writing
a card to a missionary








Walker, Martha Covey, Pat
Dalton, and Carolyn Carroll.






(mother Rebecca, Route 2.
Springville, Tn.
Dieleissids
Mrs.' Liebe Carroll, 505
North 5th, :Murray, Walter
Wilson, Route 5. Murray, Mrs.
Helen Gray, 1519, Johnson,
Murray, Mrs. Marjorie Davis,
734' Nash, Murray, Mrs.
Benita Jennings and Baby
Girl, Route 8, Murray, Rick
Clendenen. Route 2, Hazel,
William F. Fennell, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Debbie Miller
and Baby Boy, 1311 South 16th,
Murray, Mrs. Maggie Pruitt,
Route 1, Almo, Bryan
Hosford., _Route 1, Dexter,
Jeremy Hosford, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. karen P. Buffalo
and Baby Girl, Route 2.
Springville, In., Miss Diana
Walker, Route 4, Camden,
Tn., Miss Regina Darnell,
Route 1, Alrbo, William F.
Downs, Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
Nova Cohoon, Route. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Pauline Kuhn.
Route 2, Calvert City, Mrs
Daisy Pi Ington , 1100- §reith
6th, Murray, Miss Jennifer
Thorpe, 209 North 2nd.
Murray, Levi Smith, Hardin.
Miss Laurie Miller, Route I,
Farmington, Mrs. Cathy
Wilcox, Route 1, Matti:1y,
Stephen Conner, 627 Broad,
Murray, Mrs. Vickie Houston,
1300 Poplar, Murray, Eguene
Rogers, Route 7, Murray,
Mrs. Judy Wilson, Route 6,
Murray, .lames Call, Route 2,
Pmts. Tn- Mrs. Sue thirtall.
Houle _ Murray. Hugh
Adams, No.. 3 Hales. Apts..
Murray, Mrs. Dedith Hobson,
Fern Terrace. Murray, Edgar
Campbell, Westview Nursing
l*rie, Harry Demon (ex-
fired), 503 BelS7 Murray
,
DEAR STILL Nair- hasTsanills right, and if you don't
want to lose your pon and have a stranger for a grandchild,
you will go *long with him. Even though your resentment
is justified, remaining bitter and unforgiving. will cause
you more pain and unhappiness than changing your tune.
So change it.
DEAR ABBY: Please don't take this lightly, but my
husband and4 have a rather prickly problem. His face. No
matter how closely he shaves, his beard grows so fast that
the result of our shared affection is a rosy red rash on my
face.
We haven't been married long, and I have suffered so
much pain as a result of 'Our lovemaking that it's beginning
to make me frigid.
We've 
,
considered letting his beard grow, but we
don't went him to look like a scruffy, hippie type. Also his
supervisor at the bank would never understand.
Until you can help us, sign me
• CHAFED CHEEKS
DEAR CHAFED: This may not fit in with your
lovemaking schedule, but tell your husband to shave first.
DEAR ABBY: I recently married a man with four
children. His wife walked out on him and plumb deserted
him and the kids, who range in age from 4 to 12 When she
left, she gave him custody of the children, saying
motherhood was a bummer.
Well, motherhood is no bummer for me. I love these
kids. Now, the problem: I don't know whether they've
been immunized against all the childhood diseases. Their
father isn't sure, and I can't locate their mother.
If I just go ahead and have them immunized for all the
common childhood diseases, will it do them any harm if
they've already been immunized?
OKIE
DEAR OKtE: Have them immunized again. It won't
hurt them, even if they've already Fru immunized.
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send 111 and • long, stamped 124 cents) self-addressed







-t•itin o advice- regarding
medicines.
• - An. article published 'rev,
_ gently in the "Journal of
the • American Medical
Association' by Paul Doer- '
ing and Ronald Stewart,
the College of Pharmacy,
University of Florida,
showed in 168 obstetrical
. patients _Oat the average
mother among the group
took 11 different dr,ug_prod-




The authors Point out
that the consequences of
many _of_ these medicines 
by prescription and over
the counter, -represents a
potential hazard to the un-,
born child. The study con-
cludes that further re-
search is needed on this
complex problem: In the
meantime, expectant
mothers should follow the
advice of their physicians
and avoid medicines when-
ever possible. •
_ _ Arccitol and tobacco




, exercised to -Obtain ade-
quate rest, and exposure to
diseases chnring the ,rfirst.
three months of pregnancyon the fetus. are unkown,
especially during the first should be avoided. Stay
three months of pregnan- away from crowds and
est: They- caution that-Ue:- Pemins who ...are potP,1-
widespread use of drugs, tially infectious. Certain of
the common virus diseaseS
j such as German measles)
are known to be especially
hazardous to the fetus. In
fact, a case of German
measles may cause such
deformites of the unborn
child that an abortion may'
have to be considered- if
studies show that the fetus
has been infected.
A woman may become
exposed to drugs and dis-
eases innocently if she
does not know that she is
pregnant. During an active
  Sex JIk,. cautien_has_lo. 
exercised regarding a pos-
sible pregnancjf. -An early
examination • anef tests
should be obtained to be
certain.- Knowing that she-
- is pregnant, a 'woman-can
be -exceptionally vigilant
about expoaing her unborn
child to chemicals and
infections. This added' re-- -
sponsibility is more impor-
tant than in former years.
because of the Wider use of
drugs, and the knowledge
of the potential harm of
both drugs and diseases on
unborn babies.
Honored, Prenuptial Events
Miss Rhonda Jane Garland,
May 13th bride-elect of Dr.
Joseph Edward Johnson, has
been complimented With two
special prenuptial everfts.
The first was a breakfast
held Saturday, April 8, at nine
a.m. at the Boston Tea Party
given by Mrs. Jimmy Rick-
man, Mrs. Max Underwood,
and Mrs. Thomas I). Lovett.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a green
linen empire drew with a
corsage of daisies given her by
the hostesses,-'Who :also
presented her with a -bletakt
and bread basket. •
The tables were-adorned
wjth straw baskets filled with
Jonquils. Orange, green, and
yellow place mats. • with
-SAUCE SECRET
• Saucy Secrets: Avoid a
floury taste in your white
sauce by cooking the sauce for
at least a minute after you've
blended all the ingredients
together. For a smooth whtt,e--
sauce, scald the milk before
hand and remove the flour-
butter mixture fi.oiii direct




colorful napkins and rings
were-used on the tables.
Covers were laid for 'twelve
guests.
The- .second event was a
personal shower given at two
p.m. on April 8 by Miss Cindy
Cannon and Airs. Ric
Burkeen at the Cannon home.
. -Miss Garland was presented -
with a' corsage of carnations
by the hostesses. She opened
her many lovely gifts for the
guests to view.
Refreshments of nuts,
mints, 'bride doll cake, and





Skimp Isaba, Claw Chowder, Oysters as half-shell, kill*
shrimp, Mad oysters, bream( Red Snapper.11,1101 Crab,
Fried Sealleps.
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----At 9:30 a.m. a
—Mrs. Butch--Ti
seven p.m. at It
Lee Hook:
Ellis Center






-band to play at

































the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
- Hazel Woman's Club will




State meeting will be held at
Calloway County High School
=at 7:30 p.m. All farmers and
Mends are invited.
ikrE 4 °11 COM iVIUN rry astiomans••
:Ss.... CALE NDAR
Wednesday, April 19
Tau- Phi Lambda Sorority
' will bowfat Corvette Lanes at
seven p.
' Thursday, April 26
Murray State's women
tennis team will meet
Memphis State on the Murray
University's courts, 'Chestnut
StreeCitarting at three p.rf1.-
4.,--All-CamPils Sint sponsored   .
by Sigma Alpha Iota anti Phi
-Alpha ginfoni'a
fraternities, will begin at 4:30
p.m. on wadi—steps of the •
Pogue Special Collection
Library, M.SU main library. In
case of rain the event will be in
Lovett Auditorium.
Thursday, -April 20
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet-at- the \ourt House at
. seven p.m.
"Home _Dekartment of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house- attwo
et.m. •
Murray -Business  and
IN•ofessiOnal Women's Club
will meet at Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m. with




Insult" will be by Dr. C. E.
Kupchelfa, president of
Kentucky Academy of Science
and with University of
Louisville Health Center, will
• in Room 228, Blackburn
Science Building, Murray
State, at three p.m. No charge
i -the public is ktvited.
-  . -
Soprano recital by -Jeannie
Crowell Riad, Paducah, will
begin at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell




- Galiter" ii-gglit p.m. With
admission being $2.50 or by
, Saturday; April 22
City-wide old newspaper
drive will -be held from -nine
a.m. to twelve noon by the,.
Garden Department of the
Murray • Woman's Club.-
Bundled. newspapers may be-
Left at 1108 Main Street,
Murray, or call 753-8115 or 753-
3158 for pickup.
Alpha Departinent-- of
Murray Woman's Club will
have As luncheon, meeting at
twelve noon at the club house
with program by Richard
Valentine of the Community
Theatre.
Murray State University
Theatre will present "Heddzi
Gabler" for the third and final
performance at eight p.m. at
the University_ Theatre. Ad-
mission is $2.50 or by season
ticket.
Mid-Sonth Twirling contest




• Friday, April 21 featuring men models, will be
 • Volunteer workers for .the 
sponsored by East PTC at the
-Temple 1:1111 Chapter No. 511 Cancer'Crusade will geTtiielr---
Order of-the Eastern Star will—ptaetti at the Holiday bur--
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30 between ten a.m. and four




Miss Denise Gail Howard
And Charles Randall Siark.s
East- Calloway Eiemeniacy---,--=---- - _ 
School at seven p.m  
 _
Mr. and Mrs. Charles N. Howard of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
Girl Scout cookie sales will daughter, Denise Gail, to Charlei RandadStarks, son of Mrs.
- Delta Department, Murray 
be held at Otasco, Roses, and Clara E Starks and the late Charles D Starks f Murray
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Woman's Club. 
.
National Stores from ten a.m. The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Brown
Beta Sigma Phi will 'meet at to three p.m. 
_ Howard and Mrs. Novie Paschall and the late Obie Paschall.
sThe groom-elect i the grandson of Mr and M
Second production of
"Hedda Gable.;" Mu he
presented- at eight p.m. at
Murray State University
-Theatre with- adinissiolnYettig--
22.50 or by season ticket.
Third annual Kentucky'
Charity Horse Show' will be
held at West Kentucky
Livestock. arid Exposition
Center at 7:30 p.m., sponsored
• rs. PO on yner
Second night of • the third and .Raymond Starks and the late Mrs. Helen Starks.
annual_ Kentucky Charity Both Miss Howard and Mr.:Starks will be 1378 graduates of
Horse Show will be held atthe Calloway County High School. Mr. Starks is employed at .J. & •
Wear Kent lirky  _Livestock_ and. RodY Shop. 
Exposition Center at 7 :•'30 p.m. A candlelight wedding is planned for Saturday, June 17, al'.
7:30 m at the Salem BaptistChurch
Honors Day, annual event, Blankenship performing. the ceremony. A
reception will follow the ceremony.- will be held at two p.m. in the
Student Center auditorium, Invitations will be Sent to out of town guests only. All friends
Murray State University. -andielatives are invited to attend the wedding and the recep-_ 
Public is invited.
Sunday, April 23
p. .   near Lynn Grove with
the Rev . Virgil 
by Rotary Club and Sigma  






Percussion Ensemble will be Woman's Club.
presented in a concert at the
Farrell Recital HMI of the---7-----Fritsy,--April-n--- -




8:15 p.m. • ' _sponsored by Murray Chapter 
Colson Home
 SA in. launching Secretaries What kind- of d
francel Drake
fvfurray State University, at - at 'twelve noon at DeVanti's,
our adividual
  - Horoscope   Compltmente
••
FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 20,1978
• . • t. Miss Melonie Hutchens,
a
Week. , tomorrow-be? To find out what be realistic, objective
Murray. Women .of the " the suits say, read the forecast thinking. Lowe, was honored with a
M°0** will meet at eight 'Pin. shopping for Senior Citizens given for your birth Sign miscellaneous shower held at
- tTthe 
• you...res TODALe'artorien
Ridge boll. - - '-the,•home of Mrs. Willodean• will be held. Cill 753-0929 for Aries-Taurus cuspal
transportation. as the Sun was entering ,Tautusi Colson on Tuesday, March 21,
, at seven p.m.
-141ary Ball for Murray
Groups of Baptist Young
Women of First Baptist
Church will meet as follo*s:
At 9:30 a.m. at the home of
Mrs. Butch Turribow, and at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs
Lee Hook.
Ellis Center "will be--'6pen
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior _Citizens including
singing at' 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, table games and
shuffleboard at one p.m., and
'band to play at Woman's Club







The honoree chose 'hi wear
'State University's ROTC for the occasion a knit green
badly, staff, cadet corps, and dress and *as presented a
special guests will be from corsage of white .carnations
eight p.m. to, midnight. at with rainbow ribbon by the
Beshear gym, Student Center. hostess. She opened her Many
gifts.
, Annual Student Art Show Refreshments of cake,
with reception and awards punch, mints, and nuts were
served at the table decoratedpresentations beginning at
seven p.m. will be in Clara M. In rainbow colors by Mrs.
Eagle Gallery, ,Price Doyle Colson and other co-workers
Fine Arts Center. Exhibits of Miss Hutchens on the fourth
will be shown through May 10. floor of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Thirty-six persons were
• Saturday, April n • present ,or sent gifts.
Ham breakfast will be held
at American Legion Hall.
sponsored by the Bluegrass
State CB Club. Serving will be
from five a.m. to one p.m.
with tickets at $2.50 at the door
or from any member.
•
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will have a business meeting
at 9:30 a.m. at the club house
with coffee and doughnuts to










Theme: "What The Bible Says"
'ABOUT THE POWER OF THE GOSPEL"
(Monday, 7:39 PM) - •
-ABOUTTHE NEW TESTAMENT 
CHURCH• (Tuesday, 7:30 PM)
"ABOUT OUR INFLUENCE"
(Wednesday, 7:30 PM)
" ABOUTTRFUSTS SECOND COMING"
' (Thursday, 7': 30 PM)
?'ABOUT OUR NEED TO PREPARE"
(Friday, 7:30 PM) •




"Aft0.1.JT PRESSURES FACING THE CHRISTIAN"










(Mar. 21,to Apr. 20) 1
A lack of plan or proper
schedule could mean loss of
controlling interest. This day
calls for meticulous care and
aectuacy.• DON'T depend on
luck.
TAURUS 
ktt•(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You may not be able to get to
the heart of matters readily or
recognize details which could
change a situation. But
deliberate carefully, then you
can act,
GEMINI
-May 22 to June 21) 414
A day in wh)th the Geminian
should shine Capitalize on your
top-flight ideas and ingenuity.
Set your 'mind on thorough
accomplishment: Obstacles
will fall, success jell.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
• A relatively remote matter
may affect you. Some people,
will delight you, others. irk.
Here is where the Cancerian's
innate objectivity and good
judgment will prove helpful.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 4121,14k
Mild planetary influences will
make this a more or less .
average day. But YOU can
improve it considerably with a
little extra effort and verVe.
Keep trying.
VIRGO 
nr`f\kI.Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Clear thinking, followed by
effective action, can help you
rack up a good score now. Keep
'eyes on your most arripitious
goals, and head straight toward
them.
LIBRA
!Sept. 24 to Oct, 23
You may hear some idle talk.
Be analytical and sift through
all the wordage until you ring
the bell of fact. Then, and only
then take any needed action.
SCOIIPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 In/
Discretion should be day's
watchword. Keep. •disposition
even in order to cope •with the
ruffled ones you meet •-- and
there may be several.
SAGITTARIUS . Ar)
) Nov. 23 to Dec. 2n waitr
Going it 'alone will Tint be the
answer now There-are definite
argas where you will -have to
associate with, plan with others.
Teamwork!
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vi \ek1
CAPRICORN
Some plans may have to be•
• changed whether you like it or
not. Be composed, however, for
you may well profit by the
change. Keep your _sense -of
humor Sharp.
AQUARIUS •
Jan.11 to Feb. 19) "6'4  `)1". •
A time for • some in-
-you *10 metal dearer vienoi the




(Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
Don't let emotions dictate
your actions a tendency no*.-
and, as such, combine the




Arien coupled with the ob-
stinacy and materialism of the
Taurean. YOu are less selfish
than the Arien, more warm-
hearted by ,giving as is the
Taurean. With all this variation
in characteristics, you
sometimes experience.
emotional conflict but, once
having acquired understanding'
of, self, you should have a
.-successful ariehappy life. You
have unusual creative abilities
and could excel, especially, as a
painter, designer, interior
decorator or theatrical en-
tertainer: Your love of the
outdoors is outstanding and you
could also make a name for
'yourself as an agriculturist;
horticulturist or botanist. Birth'
date of: Dinah Craik, Eng.




between usinft,an aged cheese
.an.--a younger cheese,
especially in cooking? The
answer is that you get more
flavor and the cheese melts
more easily.
Tennis Intermediate
Group To Play Here
The Intermediate Group of
Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club will
begin play on Friday, April 21,
at 9:30 a.m. at the club tennis
court.
Pairings will be made at the
court, according to Vickie
,Miller and Marilyn Adkins, co-
chairmen of this group.
• Ir.,
the green. door
Dixieland Centex Chestnut Street
WEDDING GIFTS!
*Towels in 18 lucious solid color
*Many luxurious towels in patterns
and -designs
*Sheet% by famous designers,
Martex, Wamsutta & Burlington
*Quilted place mats in solids and
prints
1'72" round perMa-press cotton
• table cloths
*Decorative 'serving trays, imported
and domestic
*Bath room accessories in bamboii,
lucite •
free Gat (iron 10 a.m.-5 pm.
Wrapping Mon.-Sat.
doxer.o7z,
Dane McClure Cele. brates
86th Birthday At His Home
: _,,,,.y Estelle Spieeland . An old fashioned revival 'Tony McClure, who lived 'laxly
April 10, 1978 with crowds attending was door once. I watched from My
- Spring is here,- judging by held in April at Blood River doorway as he tried to learn to
the traffic with boats and Baptist Church. ride
campers, going lakeward. Oury Lovins with his nurse with 
h it bicycle. thuth e I  
would 
would t failup
Lawn mowers, garden- Mrs. Levine, was able, with a and try again til he conquered.
tillers, and farm equipment walker to call in Concord once There may be spills ahead, but
are i,n use again, reminding more lifter a winter in Lourdes may he and Angela triumph _
me of that sad word 'Which Hospital, Paducah. over all difficulties.
comes to mind now, "Never Lee Finney is still a.patient "As long as there are homes
More," for never more will in Lourdes at this where fires burn,
springtime mean work time Mrs. Louise Patterson went to And there is bread -
for many. And nevermore will Nashville, Tn., for tests just as---So long as there are-homeeL--- 
many of us say "our garden Mrs. Elba Bailey was being 'where lamps are lit __
needs tending, or-oaaru-yarel7dtantissett -to come home And prayers are
must be mowed. Such lolly where her brother, Leland Although a people faker
words, "our" .and "we.". _ .Chrisman and wife were through the dark,
Friends and relativei- visiting. And nations grope
lighten_ by remembering. Mrs. Herman L;ovina la. --- With God, Himself, back of
'Laverne aunt,' though hospitalized with a knee injury these little homes
a stranger, called to -say that in Murray. We sfill•cah
she, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, A bright bit of news in my
living near Memorial Baptist mail was a-bdoldet troa_m_ljakssaubk Wonted_ •
' Church in Murray, reads my niece, Wilma Gannon, teacher „.- , -
column, and she has learned in Colorado Springs. A picture To Meet Saturdayhow to cope with and of the Colorado Springs Civic_ 
accept them. . Theatre on' the back showing -The wemen of-t DAS
A dear friend of former the cast- of "The Man Who Country Club will have a
teaching days at Pleasant Came To Dinner" showed her business meeting on Sattirday,
Valley, ,now Mrs. Lucile three youngest '72;11t 9:317-clii:litite-
Thotnliklryiirly, invited me to twins, Laura and Mark, iiM-12 -dub IXouse. -Coffee and
spend -the day at their year old Maik, as carollers in deugtibuts will be served-
beautiful home on Johnson the play. They are starting Each member shouldEoirie
Boulevard. the and her theatre early. prepared to pay tri-state and
husband,,Earl, enjoyed a boat April will be the month for mini-max dues. If the weather
tour with Mr. and Mrs. Mason the marriage of the little boy, permits, a nine hole golf
Thdmas over water covered . 
•WiGay Is will 
toilrnament for all persons „
homesites Of Pine Bluff area Lisa  be -held following the
meeting:
List
Lisa Gay Warren of 317
North Seventh Street, Murray,
has been named to the dean's
honor list at the University of
Missouri, Columbia, for the
fall sernr•grer, according to the
list released by the university.
Miss. Warren is a junior in
the college of arts and science.
recently.
Some day few will
remem1j,jbeore the
coming of the lake, or know
the history covered by the
wafer; inoth in Kentucky and
Tennessee. The old Spiceland
home in Stewart County is
dilapidating.
One Sunday afternoon
_recently was made more
enjayable by a visit from Mrs.
-Louise Shoemaker, Mrs.
.Laura Jennings, fstm--Odelle
Vance, and former,-"-FiiriW -
Lou Lassiter. All have
previous memories to share.
An uncle, Dane McClure,
enjoyed his 86th birthday  on.
April 5. He and his wife 'still
keep a lovely old country
home, make a garden,and fill
their freezer for good meals .
which they enjoy sharing with
Mends and The belptul and
appreciative sons, Gilmer and









Mrs. Sarah Housden of,
Murray has been dismissed





Now thru April 29th
_ .
ThePE 1 catsititi, IItb.

























cent rise which will push the cost of a
first class letter to 16 cents; medical
'costs - medicine and drugs, 13-15 per
cent, doctor's visit. 1140 per cent; daily
hospital rate, 15 per cent rise.
HEARTLINE: I know that a person
can retire under Social Security at a
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
'questions and sots e problems - fast. 'If
• sou hese a question or a problem not
an.swered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You %ill"
receive a prompt reply, bat you mugt reduced benefit. Can you explain to.me 
include a 'stamped self-addressed en-  how** reduction-is-figured? - F. T.
vow. The Inv useful repHies_wei ae-74--- The ,redue446-- -Ter drawing your__
printed in this column. - Social Set-linty benefits early ts five- •
HEARTLINE:-. I am a 6 -year-old,_ • ninths of 1 per cent per month far oath
retired man. I draw Social Security, my month Prior to your 65th birth* Thai-
Call1PanY 11Pb"In and Lreceive.sozineL you draw a Social Security retirement
interest from a savings account se -4;brar -When figuring*Sereduction an
guess you would say that I am on • a your birthdays, at age 62, your
filed income. -My main concern is the reduction would be 20 per cent of your
'7- inflation rate thatishitting this-county age 65 benefit. At age 63 your reduction
wouTd-be 13.3 per ce-rd and at 'age
your redaction would be 6.6 per cent.
If you 'start drawing your benefits
continue to hit very hard during 1978. early at a reduced rate, you will. con--
Economists say that just about every tinue to receive this reduction as lang
-product an the market will have_a • as yo 6 'draw Social Security. Your
_considerable rise in prices &ring Ian_ beneftta-wuuld-not be increaaatttr
The- only product we found that is exPer eerie-414-1We ri&•
  -peeled taileerease in price is E.-gee. The HEARTLINE: I receive-- a OM -
following list shows some common Service Pension: Each Year hive to
products and their, expected rate of pay income tax on this at the end of the
inflation for 1978: food, 4-6 per cent; year. Is there any way that,I. can have
meat, 3.4 _ger cepti eating out, 7.5 per taxes taken out monthly?. - N. R.
cent - due mainly to the fact that The Tax • Reform Act of 1969 -
minimum wage went from $2.30 Per authorized voluntary withholdinga of By KERB- Y JENNINGS
hour to $2.65; clothing, 5 per cent,, federal income tax from annuities -upon — Understanding the gap between the
shoes, 6  per cent; .new homes; 12 per request of the annuitant. If FL sufficient U. S. Senate's endorsement of the first
-13eat orria4r—'ffiNtnt- -*Ithheld, nitir - be- '1' -phase of a double -barrelled Panama-
single family home will jump to around relieved from filing a Declaration of canal tieaty last week and the general
3,000.Estimated Tax; IRS Form 1040ES, and objection voiced the last six months by
Rents will rise 6 per ceni due to the paying the estimated tax in quarterly
ineretteein.u_tilities and property tar, installments.
property lax, 8-10 per cent; electricity, I._ Information aliant- voluntary tax
. per vent - this- could be -much- withholding from- annuity payments
higher due to -the bad winter and the may be obtained by writing to the
coal _strike; natural gas, 13 per z•eat; following _address.  BlItek1/.- .of
telephone, 2-3 per cent rise In.. Retiremenf,, • insurance, _ and
residential rates and 13-15 per cent in _ Occupationalllealth, U. & Civil Service
business rates; gasoline will raise Commission, Washington, D. C..20.15.
--hewer 5 cents and 10 cents-per-gallen-- The annuilant Maar. -
If Congress passes legislation raising her full name, annuity claim number,
the rbiaistdmitestle crude oil to worirrand pate of - tliliVerwenrivor
levels; tread costs, 6 per cent; mail - nuitant. also include the full name and
is asking for a 22 per date of birth of the deceased person).
so hard. Do you have any information
as to how a azilLga in 1978?- K. R.








„ 0,0* aim seen.
Looking Back .
10 Years Ago
Work was started this week by the
Kentucky Highway Department on the
widening of the intersection of 12th and
Main 'Streets.
Deaths reported include Voris
Pickard, age 63, and Robert Bailey
Anderson, age 22.
Bill Britton of Murray-was named as
a director of the Western Kentucky
Funeral Directors Association at the
meeting held at Paducah.
, The yard of Mr. and Mrs. Harty
Culpepper on Glendale Road has been
chosen as April Yard of the Month by
the Garden Department of the Murray
Womah's Club.
Seventeen students have completed
18 weeks of basic-classroom laboratory
phase of the training in the Murray
School of Practical Nursing. Local
-students include Francis- Norwood, ' 
• James Owen, Betty Thompson, and
Audrey Hendon. . • -
- 20 Yam AT-
Hal- Mill er;JolutEd Foster, and Ewe'
Flood, all of Calloway County, have
enlisted in the U. S. Army Air Defense '
_a-Tur n  ei_Fiwt-KnoL .The-West-Kentnekritzwel--Elet -
Command and will.tallebasic training
,Cociperativa easepnration has
organized in the, Purchase area since
March 1938, according to, John Edd
Walker, manager.
Deaths reported include Jesse
I e American rieopla-tilanfirop-onal
giving away the canal is Puzzling
task. Perhaps • the "lack of com-
munications" between the Senate and
the people, as the schoolboys would
explain
celebrated cause. '
Doubtful, indeed, would be tre
average senator's endorsement of this
proposal five years ag—iiThowever -today
the required two-third's senatorial
majority roe final approval carne forth
despite the general opinion that it would
be annase The contrasting viewpoints
Inside Report 1410/1111111111kIrall ift th.-rt N.'s ;II.
s
WASHINGTON - A clue to future
administration strategy against in-
flation is the fact that Robert S. Strauss.
was named President Carter's
jawbonerin-chief• without the advice
and consent of an understandably
miffed Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal.
Blumenthal thought the notion of an
anti-inflation 'czar" had been killed by
the President two weeks earlier. What
he did not know was that the influential
circle of non-economists now ,advising
Mr. Carter on economic policy - Vice
President Walter F. Mondale plus
senior White House aides -- at the 11th
hour talked the President into naming
Strauss ''special counselor on in-
flation
That Strauss's main task will be
jawboning against higher prices and
wages underlines Mr. Carter's in-
tention: talk inflation to death - to
dubious strategy in the -Opinion of many
economists, including Blumenthal. It
also positions Strauss, the miilionaire
lawyer-politician, to pass Blumenthal,
the millionaire businessman-
economist, as the President's top
economic operative.
The explanation of Strauss's rise in
his pattern of success, particularly
visible in an administration where
failure has been conspicuous.
Blumenthal is blamed inside the White
House for talking down the dollar last
year and for not forecasting resurgent
inflation. While Strauss robustly leads
cheers for the President, Blumenthal
sometimes seems less than ecstatic
about the glones of Jimmy Carter.
Although Strauss cannot . approach
Blumenthal in 'elitifiCimic or business
expertise. he commands more con-
, . .
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fidence in the business community. The









criticizing Carter himself all aver
Washington and 'around the. world."
Janeway said the new Washington
-focus" should be on Strauss.
Strauss was. one of two prototypes
suggested as anti-inflation czar nearly
two months ago in a White House
memorandum drafted by Henry Owen,
economic specialist on the National
.Security Copncil staff i the other
prototype was ex-Labor Secretary John
Dunlop). The Mondale-White House
staff group, fearful of consigning anti-
inflation policies to the economists,
liked Owen's idea. Blumenthal
naturally screamed. When the option
paper came to the President just before
he left for Venezuela, he checked the
box marked "no."
With that annoyance behind him,
Blumenthal moved to other battles -
winning some, losing some. He con-
vinced Mr. Carter to make a bigger fuss
over inflation than the Mondale-White
House group originally wanted. But he
failed to get a presidential pledge for a
lower budget deficit or a presidential
delay on the highly expensive national
health plan.
Meanwhile. Strauss scored a con-
siderable public victory. He put on a
virtuoso solo performance in forcing
big steel to roll .back its original price
increase. Following successful
jawboning of coal operators, this
persuaded the White iiquse that the
talents of trade ambnisador Strauss
should not, be limited to haggling with
the Japanese over color television seta.
There was presidential staff talk -
about moving Strauss into , the
Executive Office Building next door to,,
the White House to involve him more
closely ie decision-making. Instead.
Henry Owen's czar scheme was dusted
off Why not in ve the jot) j.o Strauss, but
limit it to jawboning?
On' Monday afternoon, Ape0, less
than 24 hours before the President's
anti-inflation 'speech, Strslas-for-czar
• was presented to Mr. .Carter by Mon.
dale and White House aides Hamilton
S.
.1
not mention the Strauss appointment to
economic reporters he briefed on the
President's speech Monday night; not
until Tuesday morning did the White
House inform Blumenthal.
Such ernbarrassment could be
repeated in the future. Although the
White House says it intends Strauss to
be solely a - jawboner, others in the
administration feel he will 'inevitably
evolve into economic coordinator close
to Owen's original concept. Strauss has
never matched Mr. Carter in enjoying
cabinet government and would love to
get cabinet-level departments niar-
ching to the same economic drummer.
"Well, Bob finally has a challenge big
enough for him," a friend says with
only mild facetiousness. It may, in fact,
prove too big. With Blumenthal un-
'successful ip slashing the budget,
Strauss's jawbone will be the major
weapon against inflation. That could
make his fabled miracle of reviving the
Democratic party after the 1972
debacle look like child's play.
WR I,TE TO POLITICIANS
As ,a service to (Li- readers, The.,
Murray Ledger • Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congres.siimal switchboard, 202-224-
-3121: -
Here are the mailing addri-sses
Sea. Waiter D. Huddieston
3327 Dirksen Building Washonlon,
D. C. 20610
&a. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 30510
Murray' Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Bubbard,-Jr,
204 Cannon House Office Bide
Washington, I). C. 20515
,STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be riNictit.12
in Fratikfork when the c,erieral
Assembly is in session by dialing I-
564-2300 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 Home
„ „Jodi*.
- Usenet:0 The abstrisei 'concept the . fancying Calloway Coady are.
President had rejected • on 'paper -was
suddenly endorsed by him as a flesh-
and-blood iob for Bob Strauss
Nobody told the Secretary of the'
, Treasury. To his Intense em-




Rep. Kenneth U. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
‘NIMINBIEMMI• 
adds another thunderclap to an already
disturbed nation of a nation divided;--7
however with the passage-of a few-
months the tumult will subside and tlie 
verdict accepted. It is not a partisan
issue for.politicians prominent in both
camp° are for or against.
Proponents endorsing the treaty with
Panama., miserably presented their
case in the earlier discussions, however
have done quite well within the last 30
days if the public_pailaare a correct
yardstick of public opinion. On the
other hand, the average citizen reacts
upon. any occasion which might be
--interpreted as a challenge W
poivers at the time and in hannOnY w#11
world morality of "survival of the
fittest."
The canaT was built with Americii-s'
money, engineers and technelogieal
' Iffitrw,-how, plus Central American
common labor for the Most part, It has
proven a successful financial venture
and a cornerstone in our national
defense subsequently. It was financed
by American bonds on the world
- market -which the Supreme Court in the
1930's declared null and void the
provision _required the payment of
bondsend intereit in Old. The act was
_known as the celebrated Gold Clause
national pride, right or wrong. ... Cases. Necessity is the. mother of in-
- - Historically, this nation acted-bi--- vention„. for American tratedinfy-to
.„. harmony with nationalizing nations of shape destiny in accordance to our
' the past century pursuing a colonial competitive -system.- -
policy, spearheaded by Rough and- -- - nia- &mai has been finendany
Ready Teddy Rosevelt, eagerly successful in the meantime under
establishing' its world prowess by American direction and open to all
grabbing up all the available territory nations in which we are at peace. At the
within reach and offering the least same time, our national pOlity - as
military resistance. without a sem- been one of. denouncement for. an
blank* reeragnitioata human rights .to nations engaged in colonial domiation,
the inhabitants. Ilie principal trouble- . except our inability to recognize we,
with thisililden's rough ritling Policy li ourselves, were engaged in 4 kinder
came too late with too little left for policy in the Panama. Other nations
exploitation, have succumbed to a world morality
This nation today would not entertain which we have spearheaded for the past
semblance of the celonial policy of the 50 years in which it is being held to be
two previous centuries by other world unjust to govern other people with the
powers. America picked a hapless last vintages of colonialism succumbs.
Spanish Empire to extend its world Suddenly, it has become our obligation
influence, stabbing into the 3141 Island to igeognize our own foreign policy
Philippines with its more modern„ philosophy.
weapons of war to destroy a hapless The Republic of Panama is split in
Gen. Aquinaido. At the time no other - two parts by the preSence. of the
power considered it of colonial value American Canal Zone. Two govern-
and we were left to devour a land of
virtual aboorigines. 
merits virtually exists in a three part
state. With the gradual educational
It was an expensive expedition and in attainments of the Panamanian people
the light of modern interpretation a to greater understand the existing
foolish expression of national vanity inequities, its people are infuriated.
directed by the ruthless expansionist Perhaps, too, they envisionage a great
bqccaneers of the time. With the surge of prosperity should the canal be
passage of time, we l'ealiied the error turned over to their exclusive owner-
of a national morality and intellectual ship, but this is a myth. Their Sense of
embarrassment prompted our national pride is battered by the presence of the
leaders to get rid of it as soon as U. S. astride her country. A sense of
possible. In fact, American set the jealousy tbward America reaches down
world pace of undoing a titanic wrong to the lowest peon as well as ii.does to.
against humanity, plundering the the third world countries to all of the
freedom of its people and exploitation governments and their peoples to the
of its natural resources, thus' freeing south of us in the Western Hemisphere.
the Philippines in the 1930's. It was a With all of America's might, the
noble gesture and in harmony with our Canal Zone is not defensible against our
national conscience, therefore set an own southern neighbors for the modern
example that has ultimately been implements of war can handily knock
accepted throughout the world today. the Zone out of commission from the
. Flushed with the Filipine "victory," jungle hideouts nearby. Our military
America turned her attention to the and ,naval leadership have
efforts made by .a French corporation acknowledged as much. We havethve
to span the Isthmus of Panama with a choice of having our neighbors on our
canal which became bankrupt in its side or the enemy side. Interesting it is
effort to finance the project and : that the average American's opposition
overcome the dreaded disease of the to giving the Zone to Panama is that the
tropics. In 1904 we took over the rem- territory will fall in C,ommunistic
nants of the defunct French company hands.
and 10 years later completed the big The exact opposite is the fact of life.
dilf h. From a national honor viewpoint, The world of Conunuism does not want
re people should reflect upon the the U. S. to give the Canal to the
method of our acquiring the "rights." Panamanians for it would take from the
Prior to our takeover 'Colombia Communist their major torch of fire our
owned the isthmus as a part of thier southerners into. rebillion. The gift of
-country. That part of history which is the Zone to Panama would be in-
conveniently overlooked is our • In--'significant price to pay to stem the tide
terferenee in the sovereign rights 01'* of communism in Central and South
Colombia, set into motion guerilla America. Tragic, indeed, it is our in-
warfare financed and armed by dividual greeds nourish the 'very seeds
Americans into the narrow strip. As a where Communism breeds. ,
result in four swift days Panama The Canal treaty has been ratified. It
declared its independence of Colombia has come to pass. There is insignificant
in 1903, the kiSs Cruiser Nashville was alternative in our world relations. The
rushed into Colon, the chelf city, the cost is insignificant whein we measure
new republic recooRized by the U. S., the comparisar- i of supplYing Israel with
State Department; within two weeks a $4, billion 'dollars or less a year for
French acting as Panamanian official military hardwire to kill, 'main and _
..signed the treaty agreement In destroy in the Middle East, but we lack.._----. --
_ _Werthingtan. Die _deal called for IP . the good sease_to_.expendAess thiui a .. .!..And the opirit of flit Lord shall
--loggidly— - ' - to 'VW
In 
- -Tie,. 1.63041111:25.4°Isne of ..."*""r11"4""c9"6111"111.111*persOUal-deVelopMent." In addle"141—.144444111"..."*.""gli"ition. ihe : -. 21:: "frinindillit-th Pktr:-541"durnf Ufun':
Panama. ' Obviously, the
arrangement -was a . rwighi;I:1 galn,by establishing a policy of goodwill
astrononmical potential commercial ' eel and might- thE'Vi'it of inUwiidigr
and of thg, ,fe,u of the lord." Isaiah
arrangement strictly in accordance to all of our southern neighbors is Whether rt -be God's son or arty ofwithin America's new expansionist greater than our oapacity to imagine. Hit b. soot.: e equips His sryants with ' ' •. policy, admittedly in keeping with the We have no other way to turn in this, ' all the necessary attributes for cher.-, high-flying policies of other world year of 1e7a ---- live Ministry...
Bennett and Mrs. Robert Byrd,--10- 60.
„ __Elected as new officers of the New
Concord PTA were Randall Patterson,
Otis Lovios, and Mrs.- Fat Coleman.
Births reported includes girl, Gall, to
Ernie and Jean Sheridan on April 17.
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten„ Mrs.-
Howard Olila, Mrs. Joe Dick, and Miss
Lillian Tate are new officers of the
Music Department of . the Murray
woman's





































































































































































More than 2,000 spectators watched
:Auger "world champion coon
dog of 1947, win the first tree trophy and
$400 in prize money at the Dixie
-COM Dog Field'Irrbiltretthe -
--Ryan facia on April 18.
I. R. Rey, engineer for the city of ,
Murray, has resigned to take a tern- .
porary position to draw complete plans
of the Murray State College grounds
--and buildings:
Approximately one hundred persons
attended the Benefit Card Party field
April 16,4
Murray Woman's Club.
The A11110*** baseball team won
their opening game yesterday from
Grand Rivers. Almo pitchers were Red
Willoughby and Bill Miller.
"Out of the Past" starring Robert
Mitchum is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
Today InIiistory
By The Associated Preps
Today is Wednesday, April, 19, the
109th day of 1978. There are 256 days left
in the year.
Today's_ highlight in history:
On this date in 1775, the American
Revolutionary War began with the
battles between the British, and
Minutemen at Lexington and Concord
in Massachusetts. A
On this date:
In 1702, Holland recognized the in-
dependence of the American colonies.
In 1783, Congress announced the end
of the Revolutionary War.
In 1824, the English poet, Lord Byron,
died in Greece in the fight for Greek
independence.
In 1865, funeral services for Abraham
Lincoln were held at the White House.
In 1096, the United StateS issued an
ultimatum to Spain to relinquish
authority in Cuba.
In 1968, former West German
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer died at
the age of 91.
Ten years ago: The FBI identified a
man wanted in the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. as James Earl
Ray, a fugitive from the Missouri State
Penitentiary.
Five years ago: The United States
suspended its mineclearing operations
along the North Vietnamese coast
because of Communist violations of the
cease-fire agreement ending the
Vietnam War.
One year ago: In South Korea, police
carried out a nationwide roundup of
political opponents of the government.,
fearing disorders on the 17th an-
niversary of the student revolt which
had toppled the Syngman Rhee regime.
Today's birthday: Former Atomic
Energy Commission Chairman Glenn
Seaborg is 66 years old.
Thought for today. There is no
substitute for hard work - Thomas
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- Children: Play On 'What Once-Was The Warsaw. Ghetto
WARSAW, Poland Als) -
Little children play now in a:
big doWntown square on the
site of the Warsaw Ghetto,
where the Jews launched their
heroic and hopeless uprising
against the Nazis 35 year; ago
today. ----- -
DETROIT AP-) - Small-
car prices jumped again this
week, to the chagrin of the
Japanese automakers and the
buyers of their cars but to the
delight of Detroit.
"We liked our pricing the
.way we had it," says Norman
  As ran** by Reese NI
347 passed by the General
Assembly of the Corn
moseweeftio of Kentecky, the
Calloway Comfy Board el
Education adopted a
Resolution at its ropier
matins on April 13, trn,
' aboada-ibit Sari aoriasoAF-
---darld-voionariaradocar-- 
awilial a_111 111.4111,_to
• fat awes (Slap Wanda for
Oa Woad yaw begin*. lay
I, 19711.
The Iliad of idosoffoo
led hold hoo 
#1*-1;19711, of 7411 p.a. W
de Cabal Goofy lard of
_ Idaaffos office
-7115 Gasp form Mood,
----APIIPEr-hila_040a-
Roam of oapidig is
moms for the Increase ad















































































Sealed proposals ' Will be
.roceived by the Murray-
=ray County Airportet the Murray City
, Ky. on Ma 5 
Ake* s. m. 
at that hoer open
asM,Ltdsliely - read for the
followas download project:
Caadrawioadii 1,000 ft. I
213 L...11Mwey ests, .ar 7 
eine* tree trimming,. sits
pnperattec and paving et as
runway. extension, alleimion
and modification of the
medium intensity runway •
lighting system. relocation of
VASI-2 units, and relocation of
a portion of a comity road.
Copies of the -PLANS,
SPECIFICATIONS, PROPOS-
ALS, etc. may be examinedApt
the following places Withft
charge:— •
1. Office of County Projects
Coordinator, County Court
House, Murray, Ky.
2. FR, Dodge Corporation,
Louisville, Ky.
3. FW Dodge Corporation,
325 Plus Park Blvd., Suite 105,
Nashville, Tenn..
4.• Larry ID. McClanahan
and Associates, 200 East
Franklin Street, Gallatin,
Tenn. 37064.







TS Including the proposal,
may be obtained from the
Murray-C,alloway Comity Air.
port or Larry D. W-
an and Associates, 200
East Franklin Street, Gelatin,
Tenn. 37066, upon the deposit
of 75 dollars. The deposits of
the contractors who submit
legal bids (excepting the suc- •
maul bidder) will be Entur-.
ned upon receipt of the PLANS
and SPECIFICATIONSin
good condition within ten 1101
days after bids are open with a
deduction of 25 • dollars to
cover the coot of reproduction
and handling.
All bidders must be licensed
contractors to peform the type
of construction herein
described as required by the
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN-
TUCKY.
'fIve bidders name and licen-
se number must be placed on
the envelope containing the
contractors Ind
Bidders attention is directed
to SPECIFICATIONS and
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
for , the prepared project
relative to the WAGE,
LABOR, and EQUAL EM-
PLOYMENT "-OPPORTUN-
ITY r.equIrements.
The City of Murray and
Crailieway atunty, Ky., in sc-
cerdince. with MIL VI of the
..CIVIL RIGHTS ACT of 1944.76











DEPARTMENT OF TRAM- .
SPORTATION issued par-
• to gidt ACT,
bnotifies all tinders thatrlil
affirmatively arum that in
,i1.eA,aka=
rntheirliv Wetness enterprises
will be afforded full op•
portunity to submit bids in
response to this invitation and
will not be discriminated
against on the grounds of race,
color, or °atonal on& in con-
sideration of an sward
The Germans created the
--ghetto by rounding up Jews
from different parts of Poland
and segregating them in an
old quarter of the city. In 1940,
they forcettlhe„Jfiws to buqa
wall around t& mile•equare
Lean,- senior vice president of
Toyota in the United States,
whose company boosted
prices last week for the sixth
time in 12 months.
Datsun followed Toyota's
lead Tuesday, posting an
identical 5.4 percent price
increase and bringing the
average cost Ora Datsun car




percent price increase March
31, with boosts ranging from
$59 for a two-door Audi Prat__
sedan to $674 for the Porsche-.
924. The Fox sedan is now
$5,954 and the Porsche 924
price went to $11,995. •
U.S. prices on Japanese-
built cars have climbed some
21 percent over the ,past 18
._:-_--rh_onths compared to about 12
percent for domestic cars.
The -reasort:- the continued
:fail • of the dollar against the
Japanese yen.
The German automakers
give. a ,similar reason for the_
rising prices. •
"A year ago, the Japanese
had a substantial price ad-
vantage." said Fora President
Lee Iacocca. "But now, in-
'Stead of. a several hundred
dollar advantage,' many
domestics are in the same
prWe range."
Domestic carmakers have
jumped at the opportunity. to
raise prices and profits
themselves %ratting -Alder  
their competitive -stance
against foreign cars. - •
The domestic carniabrs
• see the U.S. car market as a
vjdeopen playground. for the
Japanese because of the
traditional price advantage.
they have enjoyed. U.S.
manufacturers claim they are
at a $600-per-c8r disadvantage
because of higher domestic
labor costs.
It is the small car market




••• Dr. Stephen D. Nelson,
administrative officer for
policy studies with the
American Psychological
Association (APA) in
Washington, D. C., will be the
speaker for the second annual
colloquium of the Department
of Psychology at Murray State
University on Thursday, April
20.
His topic for the program to
begin at 1:30 p.m. in Room 208
of Faculty Hall will be
Igo. "Career Opportunities in the
fiehavioral Sciences." Dr.
Charles Hamra, department
Chairman, said the colloquium
is open to students, faculty,
and any other interested
persons.
Nelson will discuss the
current employment picture
in the social and behaviroal
sciences, which he describes
as good despite the "so-called
job crunch" which has
compelled many students to
reconsider career decisions.
He takes the position that
discussion of the ''job crun-





scientists is no longer as
plentiful as it once was and
that jobs are' ast found as
early nor, as easily as they
once were, NeLson points out
that behavioral science,
graduates are nevertheless
finding interesting jobs ap-
propriate to their training




settings include many diverse'
areas. Nelson notes, such as
service and research in both
physical and mental health,
substance abuse, forensic
psychology and the criminal




es gn, erectronic com-
munication and informaticip
systems, architecture and
physical design, ecology and
the environment, and
population and family plan-
area, sealing it off from the
rest of the city. '
By early 1943 the Nazis had
shipped 300,000 Jews from the
ghetto to the gas Chambers of
the Treblinka extermination
camp.
country now, and industry
experts expect no increases on
the slowerselling mid-size and
large cars.
On Xpril 19, 1943, some of
the 100,000 people remaining
in the ghetto opened fire on the
Nazis in a last, deperate at-
wmpt to "save human
dignity," Yurek Wilner, a




burning out sections of the
ghetto until there was no
hiding place left for the
fighters.
The last bunker, on Mila





after the uprising began.
Mordechal Anielewicz,
commander of the uprising,
was buried in the rubble.
Only a few of the ghetto's
fighters. escaped, • They
crawled through sewers to the
Polish side of town and later
joined the Polish partisans, '
The Germans razed the
ghetto.
The only signs of the
-uprising today are the black
stone slabs of the' Ghetto
Memorial, which President
Carter visited last December.
Parts of Warsaw that were
leveled by the Germans in a
Polish uprising a year later
have been reconstructed. But
modern buildings . cover the
site.of the ghetto in the center
of this capital of Li million
peOpU-. -dictitate- 19 Poles for aiding
Januz WleczortXtlialrman -Iews during the occupation,
of the Polish World War It when such help was
Fighting and Martyrdom punishable by death.
Commission, said at the Wieczorek spoke at the
Auschwitz concentration dedication of a permanent
camp Monday that Poles had exhibit of the Jewish mar-
done all they could to help the tyrdom to mark the ghetto
Jews in their struggle. uprising. Among those at-
Non.-Thurs. 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m,-
Fri. - 830 a.m.-8 p.m.







The only Gentile partisans
organization to help Jews was
established in, Poland in 1942
under the name "Zhegota,"
Wieczorek said.
Yad Vigihem, an Israeli
organiutien,- plans - -to
tending the ceremony was
Nahum Goldmann, 83-year-
old founder-president of the
World Jewish Congress._ .
He told The 'Associated
_Press he believes Poland is
seeking a reconciliation with
the Jews although diplomatic
ties with' Israel have -been
broken since the 1967 Arab-
Israeli War.
At Auschwitz, preserved as
a memorial, ovens swallowed
the bodies of 4 million people
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I-kmor Woll Students At MAAS
For Period Named By Principal _
The following students have
achieved an academic
standing of 2_50-3.00 for the
third nine weeks grading
perioZ at Muriliy Middle/
School, according to Billy D.
Outland, Principal.
Seventh Grade— Overbey, John Purdom,
Claire Bell. Jon Billington. Melanie Roos, Robert Stout,
Bill Bossing, Tim Brown, Jimmy West, Lisa Wilson.
Mike Childress, Kathy Clark, Eighth Grade—
Valerie Curry, Mike Daniel, Mark Austin, Paul .Austin,
Atka Dhall, Tracy --Ertinean, CUR Beaman, Tracy Beyer,
Kay. Farley, Steve Blivin, Barry Bogard,
Ray Ferguson, Teresa Ford, Bobby Boyd, Maria Burnley.
• • .
Glenda Fox, Gary Galloway, Brent dark, Craig Crawford, Diane McMillen, D
avid
Karen Hainsworth, Amanda Patsy . Crawford, Kerry- McMillen, Laurie McIntosh,
Hammack, Leigh Anne Compton, • Erin O'Brien, Kellie Overbey,
Harmon, Joy Hina, Susan Michelle Cook, Ha Difil,. Chris Priddy, Suz
anne • Ptt-'
Hine, Rebbie Houston, . Diana Duncan, Gay EVani, --Man, Kathy Ro
berts,.Cteryt
Velvet Jones, Ken i Knipp, ion-Farless, Sharlisa Ford,_ Rose, Gen
e Rogers, Lisa
Laurie Lovett, Kim Oles, Jon Mike. Garland, Mary Ann Russell, Karla Russell,
Gordon, Karen Green, Angie Todd Rutherford, David
Hale, Cindy Haws, Lisa Schmaltz. Laura Sears, Gena
Harrison, David Heathcott, Shipley, Kate Shepard,
'Leslie Hopkins, Harriet Hood, Natalie Simpson, Bill &fifth,
Mark Hussung, Sheila Summerville, Teresa
Linda Johnson, Cheryl Suiter, Todd Swain,
Johnston, Paulette Kelly, Jinuny Sykes, Carol Spann.
Thais tanning, Lana Lasater, Kim _Tharpe, Lynnette
L y n n--hisberg et WritrY_Tburnpsoa._, ThoMp-S411•_
FOR SALE
ilthbfiviiibty steel parts bins
36" wide 130" deep z8 high
7 adjustable shelves





Lovett, Welly Lotrinik-Sateir- Scott Turner, Doug Tutt, Mae-
Mahfeyd, Jeff Miller-,-BettY Umar, Ben Underwood, Terri
Moore -Dec Moseley, Wells, Sandra Whaley.
COMPETINGIN STATE — Teresa Bibb e left, and Monty
• Wilson, righLwain first place_in painting_and sculpture
respectively in the Art-Contest held by the First District
of the Kentucky federation of Women's Clubs at Caber-
tsville and are competing in the state contest of the
Kentuclw. toleration of Women's Clubs being held this
;.•,4 week at the Execirtive Inn, Owensboro. In the center is
their art teacher, Larry Dunn, The two were sponsored




• PRIZES T1441OUGH 34 Starlonte 1464 •
' Swiliet‘prid C•ome.4 th•
. TOWIlf mf Leyden 
4 
Dotai lefascAss - 20Q Vara
.1,101110 P11111E11000 0.1•46.41111•4 • Pains xsturtoeett 134, ifill0.9110,0Cak
COME IN AND REGISTER AND SAVE ON HUNDREDS OF ITEMS IN OUR APRIL CATALOG.
. plum pluzg, • •suok,„.• • siti •-10041114 1•44111 I000 OTALCO $64.00.4..








Folding choir and chaise have extra-widevi•bbing




RAWLINGS fielder's glove Select





.5 ft. aposc.cest red, ..44.4.04!$41114110-Mi6--
cork grip. ,61 lio •
Gartory.. •
1.1-Air Cantsf' - 763-1394
11141L-Thers. Fri. & Sat. $4
, . $ea. 14
MIICEI-0000ttteecrertietStnirr *? *ft OzzAtee--





Miteivy eft/fp, i" sae, 1/4-HP motor Edw.,











Limit I Per Family
Glad
Yard & Leaf
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COUPON












































































in 4-25-78 [%W.t 4-25-78
Ellk A t 'WM I 6°4001 
Al Tricey's
roimmgrommiumaR
PAGE 7-A THE MURIA-Yr, Ky., LEDGER & TIMAS. Wdlassill, yet Ins
Every Day Low Shelf Prices!
Compare These Low Shelf Prices With Theirs
iieHlveeta   2 Lb sl"
frencr irri;-s swirl
Scot Laii_
Ice Milk 1/4Gal 89c






















































. COUPON -- COUPON , - coupow - OUPON 09584201
--rifIlif 1 NW FOrtilly Limit 1 Pir Family Limit I Per Family 3Llmit 1 
Per Family
Final . , . Concentrated Dishwasher Gold Modal
Touch Wisk . All -. FLOOR 1_....
- ,
. - • . 32 pr . 65 Ch ' •
tXpgres 4-25-78 , 
—
Expires 4-25-78
Geo olh At %no -*entre, 4-25-78 .
kw OrAy Ai sionfi Geed Nit AtS18471.--.4...
• is 11..a.dii1111b.
-Expires 4-25-78
tied Only Al Weft
SA11....1FIN
2 Liter
Limit 2 Per CusTomer With $7.50 Add.













Pot Pies 8. 3/1w
1 2 Oz. $1°9
1,4 Gal.



































HIM VMS - &meek grader Oiwistle keg wanes the
line in first place in the 440-yard -ash Tvesdey. *sea, also an
outstanding swimmer, wen the 100, the 220 amid ihe iparter.




Ihnway Statelhiverally b providing each Murray
City aid Calloway 0111111r student from grades one
through eight a Hetet far-the Racer spring football
game. •
The spring game will bebeidat 7:38 p.m. two weeks
from Thursday which will be May 4.. •
- There will be a halftime band show for-dome in at-
tendance.
- Feu* youngsters, BuilM Queen will have
Dee in attendance before the game and will provide.
::drestefor the kids along with hamburger coupons.
At halftime. Burger Chef will be passing out gifts, .
frisbees along with other items.
--Admission for adults and high school stndsnlrwIItbe-
•ll.-58• • •11S, _
There will also be a dance following the Wailer




FOR TOR PARTICULAR MAN
' von April 21 & 22
f•
romer,Itoss-Win Thwe
tifents For taker Girls
" The Calloway*County girls'
track team, getting its usual
-• three wins apiece from Rose
Ross and Kelecia Pinner,
easily won a triangular track
meet nt Mayfield Iliesday.
Calloway amassed 95 points
while Mayfield was second
wtth31 and Reidiand third
with 19.
Pinner , won the 100-yard
'Adash in 12.2 while teammate
Ellen Mahan was third in 12.8.
In the 220-yard dash, Pinner
took first in. 28.5 while Jena
Hoke wet third in 30.5. In the
quarter, Pinner won in 67.5
while Lynn Reno waliourili in
74.4.
Ross won the 60-yard hur-
dles in 9.3 while Melissa Miller
was second in 9.8. Ross took
Brit In-the I0-yard hurdles
with a 17.3 while Miller was
second in 17.5.
The final win for Ross attne
in the mile-run where She won
with a 6:35.6 while -Penny
Overbey came in fourth in
6:51.2.
Mina Todd had a pair of first.
places. She won the shot put
with a heave of 30-8 while
Stephanie Wyatt was second
with a 29-11. In-the high jump,
Todd won with a 4-4 while
Tammy Garland was second
. with 4-2 and Kim Johnson
fourth with 4-0.
Ii other field events, the
takers scored three places in
-.*hg Jump as Haire was
second with a 144Ni, Todd
.thirdyith 14-2Vinal Johnson
- fourth with-13-7. %the-aims,













S7.arting TI-%)4tirs vii?ir,,April 20








2 Vegetables and Roll _
Frog Coffee
With Every Breakfast
April 20 Ihry.iftfell 27
11:111.a.m.III 11A10
*Como -on in and enjoy
breakfast I lack from. our
Not Mesas . or order your
favorites from our Regular
Ions*







In the other track events,
Melissa Miller won the 880 in
2:53 7 while Penny Overbey
%as second in 3:02.7. In the
relays, the Lakers won three
and were Seednd in one.
- 'rho- 440-yard-relay- Aaiun of
freshmen Leslie Atkins,
Tammy Torsak, Kim Marrs
and Dee Dee Darnell finished
second in 58.9. The 880-medley
relay team of Hoke, Todd,
Darnell and Ibluin won-in
2:05.4 while the ISO-yard relay
team of Hoke, Marrs, Darnell
--an M _
mile-relay team of Mahan,
Ross,. Miller and-Pinner took
first in 4:38.8.
The Laker girle, minus
Pinner - who will leave earl)i
Thursday for a meet in Las
Vegas, will run at Murray
High Thursday in_ a triangular
'with the host Tigers ihd
McKenzie. The boys' teams
from the schools will also
participate in the meet. -
Softball League To ,
Meet Here Friday
An organfiational 'meeting
for the Little Girls' Softball
League is scheduled for
Friday:
The meeting will he at 7:35.
p.m. in Room 249 of the Black-
burn Science Building on the
campus of Murray. State
University. -
Officers will be :elected for
the league, which includes
girls ages eight through 16. All
Interested persons are urged
to attend.
For further information,,




The Evansville Triplets Of
the 3-A American Association
opened their home season
'ruesday 'night at Bosse Field
with a 19-0 win over
- Springfield.
Evansville is the top farm
club of the Detroit Tigers and
the general manager is
Hillman Lyons of Murray.
Several groups from
Murray were on hand for the
gone last night. The Triplets
tom three games at Des
Moines earlier this week. Des
• Moines is the top farm club of
the Chicago White Sox.
Most baseball fans in this
area know Springfield is the 3-




and Friday in 7:30 p.m. games
before going on the road. They
will return home for April 25
and 26 . dates against In-
dianapolis. -
' All single games begin at
730 p.m. while all
doubleheaders (except
Sunday games in April, May
and June ) begin at 6 p.m.
Sunday games in April. May
and June, either single games
or twinbills, begin at 2 p.m.
General admission prices
are $2.25 while reserved seats
are $2.75 and box seats are
$3.25. Children and senior
citizens are one dollar less in
each category
Here is the Evansville home
schedule:
• AMPS.
14 19 20: 21 • sooners
45. 26 I od ianapol
MAT
I. 1, 3, 4 Omaha
S. 5, (7). II Osiialsorna City
11. 11 )ridamsayolis
Is. 19. 20 ( 71) Oklahoma City
22, 23, 24, s ;owe
IONS'
3. (4), S. 6 W,chits
11, 1. 10, (II) Denver
12, 11, 9.4 IS tari-ngl4141










II. IS, 16, 17
IS. IS. (20)














HONORARY COACHES --I -hersecoaddeit*IwesWiNilkeifiskelbellISU ssioasroliwoortesiromMiLlsprow
right, we Clind Stewart elm with Racer heed- awl Me Sail rut Os the frost rwo ore Chile Adidas, Toosay Rodal 
sad
George Oakley.
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left*
and
It it&• tfor * +al
*.**
ibiRtaitr .;"
A FEW IfARDS LEFT - Wafter Payne (left) end Om* Ilan (right) of the *id& WWII reerS
charge down the track in the last 20 yards of Is nfl-yard dash. Payne finishod first mad Halley




-41-*-ther--America6  League  Broliarner's RBI ganef!, ,his
--chanted the 15,628 fans at Blue Jays 5-0 for their eighth-
"Reg-gie! Reg-gie!" Royals blanked the Toronto
gcoansecc-mel'tiv te triumphl)e Kansaosn Paul 
faotturthB aro_namerhit oif twhe ntgamtnen.ecnndwna:
Yankee Stadium.Ya trzemski 
throw to the plate, and
"Loosiel__Loo.iel_'-'- --chanted- -Splittorff's- .pirchiog_ waticactiatentamdiri_atritaa,_
•
avrat`__,
1131 BERT ROSENTHAL- 4_
AP Sports Writer
. _
Tuesday - and both Three other scheduled Larry Hisle rapped two
responded with typical per- games were rained out - , doubles and a two-run homer
formances. . Chicago at Detroit, Texas at for the Brewers, and Sal
Jackson, New York's Cleveland and Oakland at Bando smacked a three-run
prolific home - run hitter, Minnesota. homer.
greeted Baltimore reliever. Cy Young Award - winner Royals 5, Blue Jays 6
Tippy Martinez with a leadoff Sparky 141e gained his first Otis connected for the first
burner -10-the ninth -inning, -victory of the season, although grarid -gam bane- r of his
giving the Yankees a-his bases-loaded walk toGary career in the opening inning
dramatic 4-3 victory over the Roenicke in the seventh inning. lollawriag_sinelPs by Willie
Orioles, - had forced in the run that tied Wilson and Hal McRae, a
., Tiant, Boston's crafty right- the score 33.' _, , strikeout, a double steal, a pop
- bander,' made his first relief ' Red Sox, 7, Brewers 6 out and an intentional walk.
since_1922restarktvis - The Red Sox' victory was
r first appearance this season - almost as stunning as New
'i bours after coming off the York's. Boston trailed 6-2
disabled list - and pitched after q 1/2 innings before
thig* hitless innings as the - rallying for three runs in the
_Red _Sox rallied with two runs _ sixth on Butch Hobson's two-
ln the ninth inning for theuritripleand Ritilrurlesdifs
__-__Igittb stroight-Wtpry, _a 74 Agictilice fly, then tied it in the
decision over the Milwaukee ninth on Hobson's single, a




HEAVE-HO - Wendy Lovett of the Murray Middle School
track team heaves the shot put in a meet with Brazehon
Tuesday. Lovett placed second in the event as the Tiger girls
won the meet.
(Steal /hetes by an. Smaidea)
Middle School Track
Teams Get Easy Wins
Murray Middle opened its
track se-aim diiid-Mnet
win Tuesday at Murray High's
--
The Tiger boys won 84-48
over Brazelton while the Tiger
g won 86-33 over Brazelton.
For the boys, Walter Payne
and Mark _Hassung each
scored two Wit*. Hussung won
the long jump with a 15-11%
while Mike  Garland was third
in a 15-41/2..Th the 880-yard ran,
Hussung was first with a
2:37.2 while the Tigers earned
third and fourth places with
Jon BIllington third in 2:48.4
and Bill Bossing fourthin 2:50.
Payne won the 60-yard low
hurdles in 10.0 while Craig
Crawford was second in 10.2.
Payne's second win came in
the 220-yard dash where he
was first in '26.8 while team-
mate Randy Halley was
secondin 27.0. - -
In other track events,
Randy Halley won the 100-
yard 'dash in 11.9; Clay
Francis won the quarter' in
-84-.0 while-Mike Garland-
•-third in 69..1 And Barry Bogart
fourth in 74.2; and in the mile-
run, Ken Murphy was second




was third In 5:35.1. Murphy Raise had a 4-2 for second
was edged at the tape in a wild and Stacy Mobley a 4-1 for
finish as he lost by inches to third. In the long jump, Hood
Gill Aterburn• of Brazelton- Wed with a 11-95,4 -while
who had a 5:28.7.
' -re-la- y:, 
Brenda Conley was third with
In the 880-yard 
Murphy, Halley, Hussung and In the' rest of the field
Payne combined to win" sth events, Mobley won the shot
1:52.0 while another team of put with 26-81  while Wendy
Tigers composed of Keith Lovett was second with a 25-
Fain, Crsavford, Garland and 41,2 and in the discus, Mobley's
David McCuiston was third. 64-0 was second while Lovett
Murray Middle had three was third with 57-5 and Mel
more wins in the field events. Kelly fourth with 55-7.
Todd Rutherford wort the - In the rest of the track
discuss with a 95-7',2 while -iv. ents, Suzanne Pitman won
David Schmaltz was second the 60-yard' hurdles in 10.3
with 83-6; • Schmaltz won. the '- while Velvet Jones was third
high jurnp with 4-10 while Kirk in 10.7 and Brenda Conley
Warren was second with 4-9; -fourth in 11.2. In the 880-yard-
and Don Hargrove's 37-2% run, Carol Beaman won first •
placed first in the shot put and with a 2:56.3 while Lori
Kirk Warren had a 364 for Schanbacher was siieond it_t_
seemdIn the meet-,--sev-enth 
2in:562:.568 a9n.d Donna ,Rousse third
grader Charlotte Shroat had The relays found the Tiger
three wins to pace the Tigers girls taking two wins.- The 440-
while seventh grader Harriet yard relay team of Hood,
Hood had a pair of firsts. Thompson, Tharpe and
Shroat won the 100-yard 'Rousse won in 58,6_  while 
&A m 12:6 Whiler-MiTharpe another Tiger relay tearn in
was sectind in 112 and Lanette the same -event was:third in-
Thompson third in 13.2. In the _60.9. They were Karla Russell,
220, Shroat won with a 29:8 ,Suziume.. .Pitman,' Melanie
while Tharpe was second in Johnson and Jill Burkeen.
30.4 and Thompson third in 'The 880-yard relay team of
31.8: In the quarter, Shroat's Russell, Burkeen, Roos and
69.9 won while Melanie Roos Lisa Harrison took . first in
was third in 723-- • 208.4. .
. Hood scored wins trrthe high - The Middle Yerwiiii boys and
Jump and long jump. In the ,girls will run at Murray High
- 
Oier  high she led a sweep next Wednesday against East
4-tforirrdorbileiloana-Calloway
--The Murray High Tiger golf
team 'squared' its qPrisnii 
--record at 2-2 with a L63-171 win -
over Fulton City in a Al
match played Tuesday at the
-Murray Country Club.
Mariners 6, Angels 1 Trent Jones claimed
Bruce Bochte scored two medalist honors for the Tigers
runs and drove in a third as with 4_,32, Rounding out the
Seattle parlayed four hits into -scoring were. Howard Boone
a victory over NolaaRyan and  with a A. 1..ynnSullivanha
California. Seattle curveballer 40 and Greg Cohoon with a 44.
Paul Mitchell scattered Six Also.'playing for Murray
hits and was never seriously •were Mike Boggess with a 45,
threatened after the fourth Nick- Hibbard 45, Mark Erwin
inning. RyillT46.
Ryan was hurt by Six walks For the Bulldogs, Jay
and three wild pitches. The Graves and Andrew Nelson
-California rigtt-hander struck each shot 41 while Scott Miller
out seven ' to pass Sam 43 and Gregliagan a 46.
McDowell and move into 13th Murray High will host an
place on the all-time strikeout exceptionally tough Lone Oak
.4ta•
”01, 101.
WY WINKER - Murray States Teat Us was an easy sr.Oil 
in his number six singles match Tuesday whist Tanry'Scika




For More Good Years
In Your Car
vritb tiVotal-of t459. Learn Thursday, Double Belled With-Fkxten...
ef-Trenms-%m T6 TheCm.d.Derived Roth
• After Defeating SEMO Aramid Fiber That's
Daily Specials from Seven Seas
*TUESDAY SPLLIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
delicious sei vino of Catfish Fillet
fresh gulf select oysters ond gull fried
shiimp served with choice of potato











Southern filed golden brown with







INIGIrw4Y sits 7 DAY, A wigs
the 18,928 fans at Fenway and Amos 0th' grand slam Fisk rtaped a two-gut do_uPl_e
Park. - homer, and the Seittle off the left field wall, driving
Reggie Jackson and LuLs Mariners turned back the ill the winning run. ,







winning all but one match., the Murilay State University
men's tennis team closed in on the 20-win plateau Thesday
with an 8-1 victory at home over Southeast Missouri.
The Racers, improving their season mark to 17-6, won five
of six singles matches and all three of the doubles thatches.
In singles play, Ragnar Felix won a 7-5,6-4 match at
number one over Bob Klaus; thris Leonard won a 6-2, 6-1
match at two over Dave Boone; Mike Costigan won 6-1,6-2 at
three over Larry Lazenby; Jan Soegaard was upset 7-6, 6-4 at
four by Keith Maddox; Jeff Leeper won one and one at five
over Tom Eternal' and at six, Tom Lie won 6-1, 6-3 over Terry
Schott.
Felix-Ile Won 6-2, 6-2 at number one in the doubles over
Klaus-Boone; Costigan and Roger Berthiaume won 6-2, 6-2 at
two over Lazenby-Rernak and at three, Leonard-Leeper won
6-3, 6-1 over Maddox.-Schott.
The Racers will get an extremely tough test when they host
Kentucky to a 7:30 p.m.tontest under the lights Thursday.
Friday and Saturday, the Racers will be in a quadrangular at











GOING DOWN FOR THE RACKNAND -- Murray State's Jeff
• Limper goes down to one Ante to rstorn this beitthand shot in
* 'mach at number five. Wooer, to Paducah votive, won 6-1,
Tuesday over Tom Remelt of SEM°. -
-4




This is the tire you'‘e seen ad-
vertised on TV. With belts of
Flexten,cOid, No other tire
cord, not even steel, can match
the combination of propertios
of. Flexten. Enjoy the advan-
tages of gas-saving radial con-
struction, responsive handling,
long wear. Act now, and, enjoi
20% savings too!
Sale Ends Saturday
















































RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will iaitue YOU a rain







SW, le 2096 On Goodyear's
Newest 19 78 New Car Tire!
Meet the CRUISER ... the smooth
riding diagonal ply tire selected by
Detroit for a number.of 1971 mod-
els. Strong polyester cord body,













A78-13 $36.80 $2000 $1.64
878-13 539.(15 $31.00 $1.72
878-14 $40.10 $32.00 $1.77
C78-14 $40.70 $32.50 $1.85
D78-14_ $41.65 $33.00 $1.92
E78-14 $42.35 $33.50 $203
H78-15 552.70 $42.00 $2.65
Like & Oil Change
88
UP TO S QUARTS MAjOR
BRAND 10/30 GRADE Oft
• Comoloso chassis lubrication and
oil change • Helps protect parts --
onetime smooth, quiet performance •
Includeclight•trucks • Please phbne
for appointment
Front-End Alignment





• Inspect all 4 tires • Inspect steering
and suspension components • A444.st,
1041-in, Caster, And camber lo menu-
'tectuters specifications • Road feet
COT
.10
Complete Brake Overhaul5$ 88 ,,,,(,:ttfv:
YOUR CHOICE DISC
OR DRUM-TYPE SNAKES•
2•Vdteet front Disc, • 4-Wheel (Raft
Install new front disc Install new linings
pads • Resurface and • Reface, brake
true rotors • Inspect drums • Check hy•
caliAers satt..1411raulic draulk systim.
evsten._ - •
On either service we repack front wheel bearings,
install new grease seals, arm huid read test
Just Say 'Charge It'








Dealsie fog No Price and Credit *add fricais-Wat*Wark at Geditfear service:stores is All Communities Served ty This limuipaper







Shiro /Wits: 7r30 AM. motif 4:00 P.M. Deily - Opiis ',Tilley datl 140
My. T. Yetweiho My. T. Witte
315 W. Broadway 600 Jefferson












• -..---Surprishig. _.S90.1cs -Whip
.*Jreilbiozèri In Openo-
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•
By ALEX SACHARE Super&Mies, Who- beat the
_ AP-Spects — Blazers- 104-95-at Portland in
Jill Walton is back in' the the opening 'genie of their
.Portland lineup, but his' National Basketball
-ASsociation quarter-final
the surprisieg Seattle playoffs.
SuperSonics. The second game of the best
Walton, the Trail Blazers' of-seven series between tke
allstar center. scored 17 points SoniCS, who have been one of
Tuesday night' in his first the league's toughest clubs
game since being sidelined by since recovering from a 5-17
A a broken bone in his foot Feb. start, and the defending
28. But it was not enough to champion Trail --Diasers wtll
stop _the surprising Seattle be played in PortlandiridaY
Metsl-dgetarclina Is-As
night. T. -Washington, which shot just
. 1141U:titbit bis fir$ ftve shots., 40 percent from the field in
and ojaYed well, but so --did losing .the wit San
Seattle's young Marvin Antqmo, connected on 57
Webster, who led all scorers percent of its tries to even the
with 24 points, including 17 in- series-, which now shifts to
the second half. Washington for games Friday
- In other NBA playoff games night and Sunday. Kevin
Tuesday night, the Denver GreveY led the Bullets with 31
Nuggets won the Opener of points.
their series with the NBA seoring champten
Milwaukee Burks 119-103, the George Gervin topped San
Washington Bullets evened- Antonio with 46 pairna -
lheir series with San Antonio 76ers 119, _K.I vs,
at 1-1-by beating the Spurs121- Julius Erving scored 14 of
- 117 and the Philid-elphia-76erS- - his -22 points in the 'second
took a 2-0 lead over the New period, fueling a 19-3 burst
Yadr-Kaich3 with a n9-108 that gave the 76ers a 45-33 lead
•ValentintfrovideOrm- 
. .- It never was in danger of
• • Nuggets. 119. Bucks 103 
loth*: DOug Collins added 21
. _
ST. LtirIS API — Pinch-JutteradhbffaIen e smacked  David Thempson-
,7—w-lio- _points.I.J.oystfret had 17 —11
a two-run double with two out in tre-seventh inning to snap a earlier in the day ended 
orthem in the fourth quarter
;. 1-1 tie and lead the New York Mets to a 3-2 triumph over the speculation that he might — 
and George McGinnis
Lotii-s Cardinals Tuesday night-. - - • -- become a free agent by scored is.
Valentine's•  hit down the left field line ?followed Willie reaching agreement with Philadelphia's defense,
. 
Montanez' one-out double, his second hit of the game, and • Denver management. on a meanwhile, shut down Knicks _
walks to Lee- Mazzilli and pinch-hitter Eel Kranepool, san-
' dwiched around John Stearns' strikeout, that loaded the 
five-year, $3.75 million scoring leader 'Bob -McAdoo
contract, scored 27 points to for the second straight game, .
Eric Rassmussen, 1-2. was the loser. 
----1484"-Saverr-rienver-ptayerrirr --:liffliting•him-tn4uat--10
-foints;. 
• Rookie New York right-hander - 
figures against far below his 26.5 average.
-• dcuffed the Cards on three hits, all in thethirdinning, before 
Milwaukee_ The_Nuggets led CA-diio-s-cofettirift the--serUs
--7,*; he was lifted for Valentine during the. Mets' winning rally. 
91-82 after 'three quarters, opener, won by Philadelphia
Myrick and Skip Lockwood finished up for New York 
llien Thompson hit for 1(!ei-hia:
-with the latter quelling a Cardinal rally in the eighth during P°ints in 
the final Pena'
as
which they scored a run on Ted Simmons' single. 
Denver pulled away.
• ;- St. Louis scored its first run on singles by Rasmussen and gullets 
purs 117
▪ Dwyer and a double by Garry Templeton in the third.
- • 'T-York tied the ganie. in the fifth on a singre by.Mentariez,
a double by Mazilli and Tim Foli's one-out grounder.. _
Simmons, who walked on four pitches to start the second,
was-St. Louis' only basenumer until Rasmussen -singled-4V
the glove of Met rued baseman Doug Flynn with one out an..
Dwyer then grounded a single tito tight Bel& -with
--!:.Rasmussen stopping at second, and Templeton lashed his
..run-scoring hit over the first base bag into the right field
--lcurner.
Flynn,Abd had three New York hits on 'Monday night, in the-National Leag
ue — but
,singled op the middle for the Mets with one out in the fourth he hasn't been getting 
too •. .
-"-after Rasmussen retired the first 10 batters he faced. much support from
Flynn reached second when Cardinal first baseman Keith teammates thus
-Cuffed irterarde.--on=three hits,
all in the third inning, before
he was lifted for Valentine
during .the Mets' winning
rally.
Astros 5, Padres 1
Right-hander Joe NWkro
fired a four-hitter and drove in
- --Hernandez  scooped  op Bruce Finispleie's grounder and threw '_71t was pothera one 01 those two 
runs to spark Houston,
• errantly to second. But Boisclair was out on the return throw game-iTuesday night. dtrer . n 
egu. 
- ;So first and Steve Hendersonbounted oililiterid the inning.- — • 
- The ' swaggering pitcher home a run (hiring a two-run
Montanez grounded a 2-2 pitch into-right field for a single to!-- known as the "Count" didn't Astr.o rally in the second in-
art the New York fifth. And two pitches later Maefilli ' have too much to swagger hing . off losing. Pitcher Bob
-- -ellaseteri-kor •41r4le that  -Iiieti  Dyer rightlieider-DWYer-about,- —despite •- pticiting Shirley. Niekro singled h
ome.
Owe. . ..
Montanez held up at third on the hit and Stearns popped out 
brilliant three-hit ball against ' another off Padre reliever'






Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
the Atlanta Braes. Rollie Fingers when the
All he had to stiovi for his Astros scored two more in the
• 
hard work was a 1-0 loss and eighth.. - : . .possibly
se-ine kin g-slie- - - ------'-"
pexanoia. Probahtv that area ...Besebewstendings
the reason that he...-disal>.
peered after the game without _ sy The Associated press
a-word toanyone.     —NATIONAL LEAGUE-
In three starts, the rangy East -
right-hander has given up just Pi L Pct.
three earned runs in 191-3 phi/ 5 3
innings and has yet to win his chi 6 4
first game. The Giants have NY 7 5'
given 'him just five runs to sus 5 6
work with in that period and Mont 4.. 5















The next two games will be




KEN RAIPPOPORT — -*-
AP Sports Writer
John Montefusco gets plenty.
of respect from the opposition_
as well.
cinnati over 'Los- Angeles.
Fred Norman recorded his
second victory without a loss
with relief heir; and also had
three of Cincinnati's 16 hits off
four. Dodger pitchers. Don
. Sutton kook the loss, giving up
three of the Cincinnati home
runs.
. Cubs 2, Expos 1
Ray Burnsand Bruce
Sutter combined to pitch an
eight-hitter and batterymate
Dave Rader 'drove In the
eventual winning run, leading
Chicago over Montreal. Burris
was touched for a run in the,
first inning on Gary Carter's
RBI double, then blanked the
Expos the rest of the way with
eighth-inning relief help from.
. The Cubs scored both their
runs in the second, one on a
double-play grounder by
Manny Trillo and the other on
Rader's single.
". Metal, C.,ardlnals 2
Pinch-hitter Bobby
does•••••••• OOOOO seses••••••••••••••••••$
• Valentine srqacked a two-run
I:•  - l'rina's Action Wear •• double with two out in the. • seventh inning to snap a 1-1 tie
• •
e 
• and lead New York over St.
• Southold. Shopping Canter, Murray, Ky. : Louis. Valentine's hit down
U




i• Willie Montanez's one-outWe are adding a new
.•
I /1 ‘
C.X...,.re• line of •
•• Mazzilli and pinch-hitter Ed
a • double - and walks to Lee
. SPORTS • Kranepool that loaded the
•1 bases. , . ••
Of end• • Rookie New York right-
• TENNIS ' . hafider- Mike Brubert hand-• •
a . 4.\. WEIR •
.• •• C
: - 1 .I. I 1r 
a
•
• Far- the ladies' •-, • •• ft a
- : Look for our announcement of ••
Am thow.iiate. . - •
•
•.
- - • &thy
. 4 tide
8 Engkah 2 Roundabout'
.:baby ' .. way
• carriages 3 Preposition
11 Preposition 4 Dry
13 Lifted '5,Approachers
15 Latin 8 .IIiirance
- confuncton . in ra
. isi Precious 7 Hur4:IN
stone
-1 II Compase
point 9 Ma nuscripI
1111King of (abbr 1
Bashan 10 Lawmak.og. L.-
21 Apothecary's body
weight • 12 Hypothetical 35Buttlightsr
22 Chair force 37 District in
14 Hinder Germany
17 Small rugs , 38 item of
20 Apothecary's property
weight • 39 Heavenly
23 Babylonian body
deity 41 Care for.
24 River in 4-3 Arranges
'Siberia in folds
25 Antlered 44 Printer's
animal measure
27 Separate 46 Pronoun
30 Transgresses 48 Fracas













































Reds 11, Dodgers 3, Ciric 9 I .750
Ken Griffey slugged a three- LA 6 4 .600
53 Fixed run homer, Joe Morgan a two- SFran 6 4 .600
period o run shot and George Foster Hous 5 6 .455
time and Johnny Bench bases- SDieg 2 6 .250
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61 65 - s - -. 163 61
r'• 5






MI. is, I 'n red F•• t u r. gyvdics %ye
Ailie My
•Rihei of Santo Barbera
• toonitogs
'Infer Woven
• Dpen 10 S •
, Too • ••••8•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  di
.13...41.,W•diatmlar .6*
Tuesday's Games
Chicago 2, Montreal I
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh;
ppd., rain 
New York 3St. Louis 2
Houston 5, San Diego 1
Cincinnati 11; Los Angeles 3
Atlanta 1. San Francisco 0
Wednesday's Games
New York 7,achry 1-01 at St.
Louis ( Linen 0-0)
Montreal I May 0-1 at C'hi-





-AMERICAN LEAGll E •
East
W L Pct.
Detr 7 2 778
Boat 7 3 .700
Milw 6 5 546
NY 5 500
Clev 3 5 375
Salt 4 7 ' 364
Toro 2 • 8 200
West
r '
KC 8 1 .889
Oakl 7 3 .700
Cal 7 4 636 2 '
Chi 4 ., 5 .444 4
Minn 6 ,429 4,4
Seat 5 10 .333 6
-Tex- -7— 122
Tuesday's Gomel'
New York 4, Baltimore 3
Boston 7, Milwaukee 6,
Kansas City 5, Toronto O.
Seattle 6; California 1
Chicago at I)etroil, ppd.; rain






Oakland at Minnesota, ppd.,
rain •
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
Shoes 20%with this coupon
Cgraham & Jackson
FON rot PACT iCULAIll MAN














You Name It and
Its Included in This
Special April 20th-21st-22nd
No itionfy Down
NO-Interest (For 12 full months)
No Carrying Charges":






















-=;-- --_15 Oz. Savo 10' i






































Thursday, April 20 thru
Wednesday, April 28
• • • • . •.






fancy full of 44o•
Lemons
Frosy Acres
1 doz. in cello bag






303 Can Savo 24'
$i 00
4for
Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
Last Week's K. Hudspeth
Winner Murray, Ky.
'Nothing to Buy •No Cords To "unch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. in. New Conte4t Starts Thursday
Morning.
•EniploN ker., .mci [Heir Ftim rin not eligible to KM •AdlitS


















• AP Sports-lArriter • -- • -
Bill Walton is back in the
Portland - line•up. but his
presence didn't seem to bother
- the surprising Seattle.
• .SuperSonics. ,
Walton, the Trail Blazers'
illstar center, scored 17 points
TueSday night in his first
-dame since being sidelined by
a broken bone in his foot Feb.
;S. But it was not enough to
stop the surprising Seattle
SuperSonics, who beat the.
Klasers---104-05.61 -Portland in




The second game of the best
of-seven series between the
Sonics, who have been one of
the league's toughest clubs
since recover-AR from a 5-17
start, and 4 e defending
champion Trail Blazers will_
be played -in Portland Ftiday
-• ST. LOUIS ( AP) - Pinch-hitter Bobby Valentine smacked
-7-4 NW= double with two out in the seventh-inning to snaple
•- 1-1 tie awl-lead the New York Mets to a 3-2 triumphaverther -
' St. Louis Cardinals Tuesday night.




Montanez' one-out double, his second h game, and
walks to Lee Mazzilli and pinch-hitter Kranepool, san-
dwiched around John Stearns' strikeout,. that loaded _the
--bases.
Eric Ftlissmussen, 1-2, was the loser. -
Rooki Y k  wa ee. 
Thffed the-Cards-tarthreetnts-allittthe third- itiningrbefere--91!
. -
night. • - Washington', which shot juin - -
Walton hit his first five shots 40- percent from the field in
and played well, but so did losing the opener at San '
Seattle's young Marvin .Antonio, connected on 57
Webster, who led all scorers percent of its tries to even the
with 24 points, including ,171w- series, which now shifts to
the second half. Washington for games Friday.
In ether NBA playoff games night and Sunday. Kevin
Tuesday night, the Denver Grevey led the Bullets with 31
Nuggets won the opener of points.
their series . with the NBA scoring champion
Milwaukee Bucks 119-103, the George Gervin topped . San
Washington Bullets evened Antonio with 46 points
-their series-with,Sen Antonio 'Tiers 119, Knicks let
at 1-1 by beating the Spurs 121- -Julius Erving scored 14 of
117 and the Philadelphia/dem . his 27 points in the second
-tack a 2-0 lead over Abe Neiv peried, fueling a 19-3 burst
IrorALIWiekt ,with, ILAkIn__:_tbalgave 7fiers a 45-331
Nuggets 119, Bucks 103 • -
David Thompson, who
earlier - in- ,the- day ended
speculation that he might
become a free agent by
reailmig- agreement with
Denver management On a
five-year, 83.75 million
contract, scored 27 points to
lead -seven- Denver -players in
double_ •liguriii 'against
 Nuggets eNew or right-bander 191ae-Bruhert, I-1, han- uk The led
he was lifted for Valentine during the Mets' winning rally. -af
fer- three quartets,
then Thompson hit f f hisor 10Bob M-yrick and Skip Lockwood finished up for New York
with the latter quelling a Cardinal rally in -the eighth during
Which they scored a run on Ted Simmons' single.
St. Louis scored its first run on singles by Rasmussen and
Jim Dwyer and a double by Garry Templeton in the third.
New York tied the game in the fifth on a single bY,Montariez,
a double by Mazilli and Tim Eon's one-out grounder.
Simmons, who walked on four pitches to start the- second, -- -
was St. Louis' only baserunneruntil Rasmussen singled off
the glove of Met second baseman Doug Flynn with ofte out an
inn. later
points in the final period as
Denver pulled away.
-Bullets 121, Spurs 117
.ng
Dwyer ten grounded a single into right field, with
Rasmussen stopping at second, and Templeton lashed his
Qur-seu, tag hit ever -the first base-bag-into-the tightlield
corner.
'Flynn, who had tliree•New York hits On Monday night,-
singled up the middle-for the Mets with one out in 12 -irtalwdr--
.--after Rasmusien retired the first 10 batters he faced.
• • Flynn reached second-when Cardinal first baseman Keith
-----:Xernandes scooped up Bruce Boisclair's grounder and threw. -
'errantly to second. ButSoikTair was out on the return throw 
  to first and Steve Henderson bounced out toend the inning.
  Montanee giountled a2-2 pitch into right field for a single to_
titan .the New York fifth. And two pitches later Mazza
::,...prinected_for a drive that sailed_over.riglit fielder Dwyer's
- glove. .
Montanez held up at third on the hit and Stearns popped out







baby - Wa y
carriages 3 Preposition
11 Preposition 4 Dry
13 Lifted 5 Approaches
1 5 Latin - 6 AdvanCe
conjunction in rank
1 • Precious 7 Hurried
stone 




tabbr I1 • King of
Bastian 10 Lawmaking R E S
21 Apothecary's body
weight 12 HyPothetica I 35 Bullfighter
22 Chair -Z. force 37 District in
It never was in danger of
.rosing.-Doug Collins added 21
points, Uoyd Free had 17 — 13
them In the fourth quarter
— and George McGinnis.
scored 16. •
P.hila.delphia's Islet ens?, 
. rneanwhile, shut down Knicks
scoring leader Bob, McAdoo
Ifiomr itithinesehimcondtositusratigh,10tpogainm,t&e 
far below his 26.5 average.
McAdoo scored 12 in the series
'opener, won by Plnlade
130-90
night and Sunday.
By KEN RAPPOPORT cuffed the Cards on three hits, ._
AP Sports Writer all in the third inning, before
John Montefusco gets plenty he.._was lifted for Valentine
of_ iesPeef froiri the oNOSitio-n- diiiihg the -'-Mete
ine National League — but rally.
- he liesni been --getting. AstrowLfadres 1 
.
much support from his Right-hander Joe Niekro
teammates thisyear. fired a four-hitter and drove in
Itrwas another one of those two runs to spark Houstbn
gamesTuesdaynight2 - • - - over San Diego. After bunti
The swaggering pitcher -home a run during a two-run
-known a& the .X.oulat" didia____Astro rally in the-second in -
have too much- to swagger ning off losing pitcher Bob
about, despite pitching  Shirley, Niekro singled 'home
brilliant tbree-hit ball against another off Padre rebel/
the Atlanta Breves. Rollie Fingers when the
..Ali.b.had to show for his Astros scored two more in_
hard work *as a 1-0 loss and eighth. . . :- .1 • . .
_...._
piisailiTy some king-size . ,- •:.- . • .
. , 1 . i...- • - . A.,•.. issesomsti. Probably that Wag BasabaN standings ,
the reason_ tbst he_ disap-
An5""°4"ljd5." PW,f  --Oared after-W-:0h* without - -*The Assadat- ?reit
tatinyolw• -, --- • NATIONAL LEAGUE
In three starts, the rangy East
right-hander has given up just w L Pet
three earned runs in 191-3 s 3 625
innings and has yet to win his 6 4 .600
first game. The Giants' have NY 7 5 .583
given him just five runs to sum 5 6 .455






































14 Hinder Germany ,
17 Small rugs 38 Item of
20 Apothecary s property •
weight , 39 Heavenly
23 Babylonian body .
deity 41 Care for
24 River in 43 Arranges
Siberia in folds
25 Antlered 44 Printer's
animal caeasure
•27 Separate 46 Pronoun
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: Dein to 5 Ooseel Wednesday 
.
fas ••••••iteRelLentithl,10111•18w.
some shoddy fielding support pat 7 .300
as well. West
Reds 11, Dodgers 3 Cinc .  3
. Ken Griffey slugged a three- LA 6 4 .600 2
run homer, Joe Morgan a two- SFran 6 4 .600 2
run shot and' George Foster Hous 5 • 6
and Johnny Bench bases- SDieg 2 6 250 5
empty blasts to lead Cin- Atla 2 7
cinnati over Los Angeles. Tuesday's Games
Fred Norman recorded his Chicago. 2, Montreal 1
second victory without a loss Philadelphia at Pittsburgh,
with relief help and also had ppd.,- rain
three of Cincinnati's 16 hits off New York 3, St. Louis 2
four Dodger pitchers. Don • Houston 5, San Diego 1
Sutton took the loss, giving up Cincinnati 11, Los Angeles 3
three of the Cincinnati home Atlanta 1, San Francisco 0
runs. Wednesday's Games
Cubs 2, Expos 1 New York Zachry 1-0 at St.
Ray Burris and Bruce Louis (Littell
Sutter combined to pitch an Montreal (May 0-1) at Chi-
eight-hitter and batterymate cago (Fryman 0-0
Dave Rader drove in the
eventual winning run, leading
Chicago over Montreal. Burris
was touched for a run in the
first inning on Gary Carter's
RBI double, then blanked the
Espos the rest of the way with
eighth-inning relief help from
Sutter.
The Cubs scored both their
runs in the second, one on a
double-play grounder by
Manny Trillo and the other on
'Rader's single.
Mets 3, Cardinals 2
Pinch-hitter Bobby
Valentine smacked a two-run
double with two out in the
seventh inning to snap a 1-1 tie
-and lead New York over St.
Louis. Valentine's hit down
the left field line followed
Willie. Montanres• one-out
double and walks to Lee
Mazzilli and pinch-hitter FA
Kranepool that loaded the
bases.
Rookie New .York right-
hawks. Mike Bruhart head-
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pet. GB
Detr 7 --2 .778
Bost 7 3 .700
Milw 6 5 .545
5 5 500
ij1Yev 3 5 375
. 
Balt
Toro • •̀,..2 .8 .200
West
KC 8 i .889 -
,piikl 7-71- 700 lw
Cal 7 • 4 :636 2
Chi * 4 5 .444_ 4 -
Minn 6 8 .429 .41/2
Seat 5 10 7333 6 -
Tex 2 7 .222 6
Tuesday's Games
New York 4, 1Thltiniore 3
Boston 7, Milwaukee 6
Kanstis City 5, Toronto-0
Seattle 6, California I
Chicago at Detroit, ppd., rain
Texas at Cleveland, ppd.,
rain














You Name It and
Its Included in This
Special April 20th-21st-22nd
y No Money Down
No Interest (For 12 full months)
1/* No Carrying Charge.,
Y 12 Months To Pay.










































Prices good I i II
Thursday, April 20 thru
Wednesday, April 26




• 303 Can Savo 24*
• Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
• are in the store for the
$11X) given away each vveek
Last'Week's K. Hudspeth
Winner Murray, Ky.
•Nothing to Buy No Cords To punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
• nesday at 8:00 p. in. New Contest Starts Thursday
• Morning.
.ErnploNf firk,'r'. and their arni; it, not eligible tome. •Adialts
(1113, may register. .You do not have to be present








ALL DIAMOND 33 0/
JEWELRY /0 to 66 0 OFF







TR DIAMONDS- 1 CARAT
NOW $499.
PRACTICAL LOW SETTING TIMELESS BRIDAL SET






































BUSTERS' TOTAL WEIGHTOf DIAMONDS





 SD  
levettnittGENTS - 7 DIAMOND GENTS DIAMOND HEART
NOW $239 $129 










ILLUSTRATIONS SLIGHTLY ENLARGED TCrSHOW EXQUISITE DETAILS
(qou THINK MAYBE\
I SHOULD ADD
ANOTHER ' i-ICY 7
LADES, GENTLEMEN
AND P0643! r ASKED












PlikFtl. OF T C.oid
I'M GOING TO ASK
THAT NEW. BLONDE
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ROME AP) — The search
-for former Premier Aldo
--Moecis body continued today
jimid speculation that the JteW•
Brigades' Ann_ ojincernent of .
tas execution was'a ruse.
Divers-,- trained mountain
.a.dogs. -liundreds.of others .
were searching in and around
snowbound Lake Duchessa, 72
miles northeast of Rothe,
64t-'-
where a communique
received-- Tuesday said the
body would be found. Everts
said the message appeared to
have been written by the
terrorists who grabbed Moro
four weeks ago and killed his
five -berdygiuirds. But R 0, trace
of the body was found
'Tuesday, leading officials to
speculate that . the -corn-
munique was a trick to take-
police away from the hunt for




The search was- widened
under floodlights during- the -
- night to a flooded stone quarry
beside a highway six miles
from the lake. Investigators -
ome ilVms hot exacti _as,
said the metal fence between
the road and the 4tiarry had
been cut, and there were signs
of automobile -tire- tracks on
the ground.
Snow up to- 12 feet deep
blocked roads through the
-pine mid chestnut-;-foresta
surrounding k.kike Duchessa,
so military helicopters took
-the- searchers in--from the
SPORTINGGOODS DEPT.
Painted Igloo



























U. J. $C 57
Discount air
Inside
village ot COrvaro, three miles
away.
-We looked in that lake and
another one-nearby, &it there
was nothing," Police , Col.
Federico, Marzolla said. "But
we are_g-colifg-to continue the.
search. _
"What puzzles us is that the





covered by a thick layer of
snow, with no indication that
anyone could have been there
in months."
He said there,were dozens of
small lakes in thearea to. be
checked.
''The place is full of snow," -
he said. "There are so many
lakes besides the ones the
terrorists. mentioned.




















increo:c cost of point wit': cur future
shipments we are selling our present stock
below regular retail price.
Shop & Save at these discount prices.
































INerdet er Unscented 2.5









FOR Tsis PARTiCULAN MAN






































































-Bath; Reg. $2.99 to $4,99 Now $2.79
Hand, Reg. $1.99 To $2.99 Now $1-79
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OLD NEWSPAPER DRIVE - Karin Mcferron and her
daughter, Molly, stack old nevvspassers placed at the
house at 1108 Main Street, Murray. in the city-wide old
newspaper drive planned her Saturday, Apr 0 22, during
the hours of 900 a_m. to twelve noon by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.- Proceeds
  time the-safe of -the- newspapers will-gn to garden
projects at Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Citizens may deliver their bundled newspapers to 1108
Main Street/Away, or may requesrpitAsup. Volunteers
from the Alpha Delta Pi so :i be' available, if
necessary, to pick up newspapers from homes and






To Be Held At Ken lake
A-Mlinright Coffer". -ewe
'sponsored _ by Murray State
- ----Natnersity Libraries and The
National Library of Medicine,
will be held at Kenlake State
Resort Part,' April 24725.
The American Library-
Associationes___Andeolape*
"Teleconference an the New
U. S. Copyright Law,-
featuring Register of
CopyrigMBarber Ringer, ---
aod other authorities,. in
discussion of fair use,
eelticaticmal media -and '-
technology, litrars ifoppinsi,
and penalties and remedies
for infringements, will" open
the first -general session at 2
p.m. on Monday, April 24.
On the Monday evening
banquet program Dr. Ben F.
Bradford, Paducah author of
"Where Are You Going, Hollis
Jay'!" and other stage, radio,
and Film scripts, will speak on
the subject • 'Righting the
Copy: a Playwrights's View of
the New Copyright Law."
"Implications of the New
Copyright law for Publishers,
TV Programmers, and
Librarians" is the topic to be
discussed by a three-member
panel, moderated by Dr.
Edwin. Strohecker, dean of
libraries. Murray State
University, at the second




Mrs. Loretta Wiedsor, 60, of
Lynn Grove, died at 9 a.m.
today at the Murray-Calloiray
County Hospital
Surviving are her husband,
R. B. Windsor; three sow,
Buddy and Freddie, both of
Murray, and Jimmy of
Chicago, three sisters, Mrs.
Sue Perry and Mrs. Thelma
Wilson both of Lynnville; Mrs.
"Mozelle Raye of Mayfield,
three brothers, James Boyd of
Mayfield, Hugh Boyd and
Marvin Boyd both of Lynnville
and six grandchildren.
She was preceeded ir(death
by a son, Galed,' who died July
27, 1968
She was a member of Salem
Baptist Church: "Funeral
arrangements are incomplete.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Thursday at Max Churchill
Funeral Horne.
- PANAMA CITY, Panama
1API- Panamanians danced
in the streets long past
midnight, celebrating the U.S.
Senate's approval of the
treaty giving them control of
the Panama Canal in 22 years.
A brief protest by about .280
treaty opponents failed to
• dampen the fiesta mood.
Several thousand people
drinking free beer jammed
into Cinco de Mayo Plaza in
Dance In treets Witittreaty' Approval
downtown Panama City OW
the Senate's 68-32 vote. The
crowd danced under Christ-
mas lights while smaller
groups gathered on street
clamp singing and sway*.
to bongo drums. ":* •
Brig. Gen. Omar Torrijos, -
the Panamanian strongman
who once called his country'a
desire for a new canal treaty
"the only religion uniting all
Plinanuttutint0,'` UM off-the
Woman Killed In Boat Wreck
_Near Paristanding Tuesday
PARIS, Tenn. (AP) -
Police said an Illinois woman
died and an Indiana woman
was injured when two
pleasure --boats crashed
-Tuesday on Kentucky Lake.
Lillian M. Booker, 57, of
Spring Valley, Ill., suffered a
broken neck and was killed
when 'a 15-foot runabout'
slammed over the bow of a 14-
foot fishing craft piloted by
her husband, John, according
toauthorities.
Police said Mary Wallace,
of Kokomo, Ind., aboard the
runabout, was hurt. Her
husband, Floyd, and her
nephew, Donald Vihicker
Frankfort, Ind., were also on
board the craft.
The boats collided just,
outside the harbor of the-
Buchanan Resort and Boat
Dock, about 16 miles from this
West Tennessee town.
free beer and declared today a
national holiday. He said now
That Panama has a sense of
national unity, all political
exiles will be allowed to return
-"without strings ,,or col-
ditions" and political parties
seen will be allowed to resume
normal-activity.
Leftist students from the
University of Panama tried to
demonstrate in protest
against-- the treaties,
demanding that the canal be
turned over to Panama im-
mediately, but attracted little
support. They clashed briefly
with pro-treaty students, but
the fighting was broken up
quickly. Many drifted away tn
join the celebrants.
On the Atlantic side of the
country, President Demetrio
B. Lakas led a happy pifade
P -Through the streets of Colon.
Following the Senate vote,
Torrijos told a new' con-
ference he had been prepared
to sabotage the canal if the
.-treaty failed to pass. • .
"The alined- forces had
decided that if the treaty was
-not ratified, or. if it was
amended in an unacceptable
manner; then we would not
negotiate," Torrijos said. "We
woOld have started a struggle
of liberation. Possibly by
tomorrow the canal would not
have been in operation..
"We have capability_ to_
destroy the canardeopite all
the (1J-S. Military)
commands.:.. We have had 10
years of preparations."
Tarrijos also warned the
United States against trying to
intervene in Panamanian
affairs after Panama takes
over the canal..
"If they invade," he said,
"they ' wil) find a canal
destroyed. g they try- to--in-
vade, we will destroy the
canal."-
The general said in a TV
address that he never con-
sidered renegotiating the
treaties, which were approved
by the Panamanians two-to-
one in a plebiscite last fall.
Meanwhile, there was
. gloom and anger among the
10,000 Americans in the Canal
Zone.
-I'm really sad," said Mary
Gibbs, 34. Her 9-year-old son,
Warren, who was born in the
zone, said: "I've come from a
place that isn't going to be
here anymore."
-"I am sick and disgusted •
that the senators admit to
--- -being bribed and threatened,"
said Ed Steele,511 a dredge
engineer.
Others thought Torrijos had
tubbed it in with his talk of
sabotaging the canal.
' 'Whether it is true or not, he
didn't have to say that," said
one canal company employee,
-On New PO rtama-Can-a1--Treaties
(Continued From -ftge ll:1 
overwhelming in their disapproval of teeing the canal's neutrality - Carter
Huddlestan said. in a statement that, . . the treaties." _ acknowledged the political risks of
"There is no ism before the Senile supporting the agreements.
which I have studied more thoroughly The politi - .carepercussionssiO et the The president appeared in the White
or cal-04y. I have listened to all the Senate_ vAnm may be seen before_the Housepress mem ie express his special
arguments, explored every concern --Yrartri""Acteen. 11"1"fteniftprg"--  thanks to senators "who have done
and every charge made. who "tea- kr the treaties ut- we what is right because it was right, de-
"I have concluded that the treaty of toughest congressional battle of Car- spite the tremendous pressure and in
1903 is no longer appropriate and that ter 's 15-month old administration are some cases polities/ threats,".
the best interest of the United States up for re-election in November-. , The -67th and deciding vote for' the .
_._triltte-bstter servetby-ratineation-of--- Many - enat.M; Lace u.p...hill P_Iitie*I—asoond treaty was cast by Majoity---
-The new-tratties," Huddleston saki. - - -gagriPaign-4,6._ as a result ot_a.,Iner..s. BuP.ifO....7 'Leader Byrd, who said: •
' While_ thousands of jubilant ___,_,__ ww agrelments, "`"' "I wanted to take the heat if anybody-.
kanarnanians danced, drank and seng,__... Jo_roadpufiXggposition in most parts of had to for the 67th vote." 
.
in the streets, Panama's strongman, the 0=417-- • Senate Republican Leader Howard
Gen. Omar Torrijos, told his coun- Among than are Democrats Sam Baker, who is running for re-election in
trYTneri.ba televised address: "This
treaty cods colonialism. I feel proud
that nave accomplished our mission."
Ronald Reagan, a leader of con-
servative opposition to the treaties,
mid the CenSitP vote was_"a_ very ex-
treme case of ignoring the sentiment of
the people of our country. They were
Nunn of Georgia and Paul Hatfield of
Montana and Republicans Edwgrd
Brooke of Massachusetts and Cliffced
Case of New Jersey. -
Within an hour of the dramatically
_close- vote Tuesday night ..the iden-
tical vote by which the Senate on March





LOUISVILLE, Ky.-- ( AP) -
Jefferson County Jail guard
Rehm_ S. Mack, 23, has keen_
accused of selling hacksaw
blades used by a prisoner in an
- unsuccessful -escape attempt
Monday night, lafficiaN- nave
reported.
Mack was charged with
promoting_ contraband, -a
felony, accoang to Charlei
Roberts, director of the
Metropolitan Correctional
Services Department.
ORGANtZATION MAHE Mitt= The Murray State-
University College Republicans, which were instrumental
An electing the first GOP candidate to office in Callowly
County in some 63 years,- received the "Organization of ,
the Year.' award for 1978 at the- Kentucky College
Tennessee, was asked about the
Republican Federation's State Convention held recently
irnpact
of
his reicin heiong guide die treaties in lexingtrilt Ithnny Cannon (left), son of Mr. and
-t6 . John Cannon of 1110 Sycamore-Street, was elected as the final litpreivai 
"The votes are good for my
organization's next state vice-chairman, marking the firstcountry,
good for my party," he said. "If they time in the history of the federation that a student from
are goodfor the country and the party, the first District has served as a statt  officer. Also pic
can't help but believe that they are good - 
-
tured is Wayne Moore who will replace-Cannon as first
for me too.- district :chairman. -
•
Dr. Bea F. Bradford
Appearing on the panel will
be Ms. Mary Borysewicz,
Managing Editor, American
Journal of Ophthalmology,
Chicago, Bill Jay, vice
president and director of
program operations, WTVF, -
Channel 5, Nashville, and Mrs.
Joan Adams, head librarian,
Kornhauser Health Sciences
Library, University of
Conference sessions will be
open to all interested persons.
For further information,
contact. Ann Herron, coor-
dinator of patron services,
Murray State University
Library or phone 762-4298.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local tritereM at noon
EDT. today, furntahed to the te.dger
Times by First of Michigan. Corp of
Murray, are as talkers
Industrial, Average ... +CS
Airai  01 sir
Atir MAKI.; v or
Amnion Motors "Me
AlMl  WO 46





AININVI 11.41 24% Me
Goodridi era +a
Illsolislo. 27% 446
Illt  231% +%
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Hog Market
Federal- Stew Market News Servwe
April 19. 19711
Kentucky Purctutse Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
ReceipM: Act. 900 F.M. 400 Barrows 1.
Gilts .211 knew Sowitstassly IAD bower
US 1-2 110420 lbs ......54.1$-4475
US 14 11104401bs 844 00-44 20
US 34 51145116. sea wore
us 34031illiii 842 01143.0
-
US 1-2 270404.1bs mama
US 14 10•4001bs
US 14 MON lb..
05 14 1113411111bs. 1140.041 CS
055.3 INNS . . 5271541.0
BONI 64.118 morn 311.041.11111
HEY GUYS!
if you want the sharpest Boy s
Clothing on the market -Shop CORN-
EMIR'S comp!eie Boy's beport



















SHANK PORTION or WHOLE HAMS
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Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Barrett
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This week-end is the Third
Annual  Kentucky Slate 
Charity Horse Show in Murray
sponsored by the Murray
Rotary Club and the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. This ev_ent
means many residents will
have out-of-town guest
others will entertain -friencE
before all head to the Ex-
position Center LS enjoy the
show.
Edwina- Simmons, one of
Murray's most accomplished
- hostesses points out that this Is
an ideal time to give small
intimate dinners for sr' to
_eight or light cocktail supper
for two or three dozen.
Because the weather is
beautiful, the excitement over
the horse show is high, people
tend to sparkle at social
events. Going to the show is
even more fin in groups
- where eitieWon-
seconct,guess the judges and
root for their favorites.
For a pre-show cocktail
supper she recommends lots
of substantial finger foods.,
Some of the things served
could be the spinach dip recipe
given today, tiny pastry shells
filled with your own chicken
salad, beaten biscuits, small
-open faced ruben sandwiches,
asparagus roll-ups, or
whatever yourrfavorites are;
There should be an assort-
ment of both hot and cold
selections, meats or proteins
and vegetables. The idea is to
keep everyorie mobile, so thal
abuests get aehance to chat
with each other. .
For the past two years Mrs:
Simmons has been involved
with the official aspects of the
Show because her husband, A.
W. Sirornson, Jr., a local
banker, was chairman of the
show and Is this  year's
president of -Rotary. • ,.
Currently_ air the Simmons,
including Catherine 15,
Buddy, 13, and Ward, ICI,- are
coolly enjoying fresh spinach.
'Edwina feels that spinach in a
an should really be called
Mouthing eleerault-hearoo0
resemblence to the fresh'
product whatsoever. She
discovered that her children
shared her love of fresh
spinach when she started
fixing spinach with sour
cream, as part of a diet she
was following.
This discovery coincided
with fresh spinach being
available at the produce
counter of a local grocery
store with regularity. Since
this time, they have been
experiernenting with all kinds
of recipes calling for fresh
spinach.
Edwina learned to cook by
the trial and error method
after she married. Some of the
Simmons' favorite family
stories revolve around kitchen
mistakes made in the first
year or two they were
married. Today the recipes
the family requests over and
over usually come from other
women 'and are compiled by
groups intq their own books a
favorite in addition to the
cookbooks put out periodically
by the Murray Woman's Club
is one called YRecipes
Collected by the Woman's
Exchange of Memphis."
Meal preparation is a
cource of satisfaction for
Edwina. She enjoys making
most of the families food from
fresh fruits and vegetables
doing all the dicing, chopping,
washing, herself, It is a secure
feeling to know exactly what
her family is eating each
evening. Because the days are
so hectic A. W. and Edwina try
to sit down each night for
dinner together with their
children. It is a time when the
children can discuss their
4 servings instant mashed
potatoes
I T. finely chopped onion




ANTICIPATION — Edwina Simmons reviews some of
her cookbooks in anticipation of the Third Annual Ken-
tucky State Charity Horse Show in Murray this weekend.
- Mrs. Simmons is closely involved in the show along with
her husband A. W. Simmons. Mrs. Simmons points out
that this is an ideal time to give intimate dinners for six to
eight os-light ccidcrail suppers.
-:-activities and maintain those
important communication
links with their parents.
The children also like to help
out in the kitchen. Catherine is
an excellent cookie baker,
Bucitly enjoys doing Chinese
cooking and bas  the patience:
to do all the chopping that goes
with it. Ward has mastered
the . art__ pf pancake
preparation, ;Ben making his
own early in the morning
. before anyone else is up and
about. Even their father, A.
111,_enjoys making soups of all
kinds, vegetable being his
most often repeated variety,
and Clyde's Sunday Specials
are often made for the family
and close friends.
When. not preparing meals,
or entertaining, or running a
-busy household, Edwina loves
to travel. Because of A. W.'s
being on the National Board
for Mental Health she has
become very familiar with
Washington D. C. and enjoys it
more on each succeeding visit.
The recipe for Clyde's
Sunday Special comes from a
popular Georgetown eatery.
Edwina finds it exciting to be
where lots of newsworthy
things are happening. She also
enjo'Ys visiting Atlanta,
Dallas, Chicago and her
hometown of Lexington. In her
spare time she does
needlepoint and plays tennis.
Tickets for the Horse Show
may be obtained from any
Rotary or Sigma member. at
The gate, or by calling 753-8890.
The following Simmons family




2 large eggs, separated
t. salt
Juice of 1 lemon





Mix sugar and flour. Beat
egg yolks, add salt, lemon
juice, lemon rind, milk and
cream; mix. Add dry
ingredients. Beat egg whites
Frankly, we thought this was a pretty silly gadget. Un-
til we tried it. It works, SALAD DRIER from France Was —
lettuce leaves and parsley dry in seconds by centrifugal
force -- the lid slots into the inner container and water (a
surprising antsmotti is thrown eff•threagh the apostasy,
and gathers in the outer shell for you to pour off.
until stiff, fold into mixture.
Pour into buttered baking
dish, set dish in pan of warm
water. Bake in 350 deg. oven 30
minutes or until a knife blade
comes out clean. Serve warm
with whipped cream seasoned
with a little Cointreau.
, .
Frosty Strawberry_Squaree
-serves 15. - -
- 1 c. sifted flour : _ _
- '4 c. brown suger
'-i c. chopped walnuts or
pecans
',-2 c. butter, Melted
2 egg whites
1 c. sugar
2 c. sliced fresh
strawberries ( or one 10 oz.
package, partially thawed)
2 t. lemon juice -
1 c.. heavy cream, whipped
Stir together first four,/
ingredients, spread evenly M
shallow baking pan. ,ll.rike 20
minutes in 3504 eg. oven,ye
stirring occa ' y. Sprinkle
two-thirds of this crumbed
mi.::ture in a 13 x 9 x 2 inch
_pelting pan. Combine egg
whites, sugar, berries and
lemon juice in a large bowl.
Beat at high speed until stiff
peaks form, about 10 minutes.
Fold • in whipped cream. Top
with remaining crumbed
mixture. Freeze 6 hours or




I pkg. frozen chopped
spianch
'I c. parsley, chopped




Cook and drain spinach well
in a sieve to get out as much
water as possible. Use the
mayonnaise sparingly, lettidg
it just change the color of the
spinach. Mix all the
ingredients together well and
'refrigerate several hours
before Serving. Best served
with rye or purnpernickle
bread rounds, but also good




2-10 oz. packages frozen
spinach
I package frozen artichokes
14- c. melted butter
1-8 oz. package cream
cheese, ooftened
.'1 t. lemon juice .
Crackeivcrumbs-
- Preheat 350 deg. oven and
grease casserole well( Cook
spinach and artichokes ac-
cording to package directions,
separately. Drain well. To the
spinach add the butter, cream
cheese, and lemon juice.
—11104141in* Weil eillciteliiirf .
the bottom of the lliSfrele. —
Add the- spinach mixture and
top with crumbs, dot with




Spinach Souffle works nicely;
to package directions; add
anion monosodium glutamate
and salt. Beat egg yolks with a
fork. -Beat egg whites until
stiff peaks form. Stir egg yolks
rapidly into potato mixture;
fold in egg whites. Turn into 2-
quart casserole. Bake in 375
deg. oven for 35 minutes.
Serve at once. 1 c. grated.
sharp Cheddar cheese may be




yours at a spectacular
price savings. Just take
this coupon to yourld-
voOte grocery store.
-And gefan on-the-Spot
25C refund for buying
3 cans of Bryan
ingredients if desired.
Banana Oat Bread
1•2 e. butter- -'- -
c. 'sugar
2 eggs




nshed ripe ban n4
(about 5 meclItmi) 
c. milk
1 c. quick or regular oats,
- uncooked
c. raisins
- hr farge-bowt cream -butter
with sugar until fluffy. Beat in
• eggs. Mix flour, soda, salt and




bananas and milk. Stirt oats
and raisins. Turn into greased
loaf pan 9 x 5 x 3 inches. Bake
in 358 deg. oven one hour or
until loaf tests done. Cool 10
minutes, turn out of pan and
cool completely before slicing.
DOWNTOWN—COUPON—DAYS
Qraham & Jackson
PON Tne. PARTICuLAR men
Coupon (mod April 21 S.: 22
nnaSausage.
These tasty little mor-
sels always taste good.
And at this special -
bite-size bonanza sav-
ings, you're getting a
bargain that'll help
take the bite out of
your grocery budget.
On 3-Can Purchase of Bryan Vienna Sausage. .
Mr. Dealer Send this coupon to Bryan Packing 
1 
Conroy. PO Box R-7057. El Paso Texas 79975
and we will pery you 25e plus Se harldling. provide redemption IS made in accordance with
• terms hereof. Coupon is good only when redeemed by you horna ccansurner at time of
'purchasing three cans of Bryan Vienna Sausage Invoices showing your purchase of sufficient
stock to cover ali.coupons redeemed must be shown upon request Consumer must pay any
sales 1 taxes Offer void where restricted Cash value I /20th of I e Valtdonly on brand specified
Any other use constitutes fraud Offer expires 10/28/7B 
t .
On 3-Con Purchase of Bryan Vienna Sausage. 250
Store Coupon- OFF j-... 
WWWWWW
%vivify fill We. 1111, /41,, 1111.„ 0.„‘, (I
SHO
•!e_ovr.„,..








NOW 68C  
An unusual designed commu-
nicator for work or fun .
camping. fishing, hunting. No
license required.
• Operates on CB channel 14 • Power
On/Off/Volume iontrol ',Telescoping
• Mr' chrome antenna • Side-mounted
transmit control • Visual transmit
indicator • Reer-mo ed tarry strap
• Froni-rviounbed t .for 9-
volt battery (not incl ) * Color Instru




























  SPRAY  
Oz.
21 -_- --s-
ULTRA BRITE TOOTHPASTE L






















MAKES A GREAT GIFT, TOO!
Its completely immerutip
;-o .esfetZeors retitLiNnit'
No license required. Two-way -
communicator for ,-fun out-
doors
• CoMpact pocket sire units • Morse
code kin% and alphabet .• Oberetes
on CB channel 14 • Easy-to-use
. "Push-to-Talk" trigger • On/Oft
-control • Telescoping tothip '10itanOs
.1116 high visibility individually color
_e4dd lErs. • Sensitive super-min-
oritive receiviir • ()Orates on 9.volt
-.... battery (not if1•1 ) • Flocked in pairs
VASELINE
PETROLEUM JELLY
1.75 Oz. REG. 79'
-SUPER PLATINUM CHROME
BLADES'.













• Heats and-dispemses'hat moist -
aerosbi shaverrtiam
-Warmth and Wetness of lather t
• softens whiskers kir eaiy shaving
• Provides a clean comfortable '
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TIROOP 45 TARTS MST PLACE -- Roy Scout Troop 45, sponsored
by the First United Methodist Church of Murray, took NO honors in
the idondike Derby held recently at the Four Rivers Council Scout
Reservation. Scouts from the entire Four Rivers Council participated .
_ in a weekend of camping activities. The day-long competition in
which Troop 45 took top prize included activities such as first aid,
knot tying, tent building, firebuilding, cooking and a sled race. Shown
lu,the left photo are the members of Troop 45 iitbo participated-in
r—lhe Derby: left-to-right in the front row - Steve French, Jeff Schroader
and Aaron Schroeder left-to-right in the back row - Mark Cun-
ningham, Joey Rose, David Honchul and David Bailey. Not present for
the picture wits Billy Phillips. Shown in the right photo* Charles -
Clark, District_Executive, presenting Senior PatroLleadet David Hon-
chul a Dutch Oven for Troop 45's first place finish. booking on is
James Weatherly, Scoutmaster of Troop 45. Murray has three Boy
Scout Troops - Troop 13, Troop 45 and Troop 77. For further In-
formation about joining one of these Troops, contact James
Weatherly at 753-5890. (Photos Courtesy of Gene Bailey)
Broadcasts of Chicago's
famous Lyric Opera will begin
on WKMS-FM, the public
radio voice of Murray State
University, at 1 p. En. on
Saturday, April 2t.
To be heard at 91.3 on the 
FM dial, the 'stereo taped
performances - of the tyi
Opera will replace the Texaco-
Metropolitan Opera, which





espy of lb. Merrwy ledgcer
Ames by 5:10 likominp,
err by 340p. tr. me tillee-
Aloys era urged ie cell 7511516
between 5:34 p. a. mod 6 p.m..
IbmAry-falfmp _of .,3:111
4 p. at. Sbtordoys, to Immo
*Avery of Om nowapopor. CAB
moot be placed by 6p... womb-
.r 4 p.m. SolordoyoP.
gooromso dolboory.
Metropolitan Opera House in
New YOrk City on April 1.5.
Included in the Lyric Opera




WKMS is a nonprofit,
noncommercial— Station
licensed to perste as a cultural
service,,4 Murray State
University. '
br Britten, Gluck's "Orfeo ad 
Euridice," Rossini's, "The
Barber of Seville," "Manon





-usually runs less than six
months, Bruce Smith, WKMS
station manager, said WKMS
hopes to offer its listeners a
runtinuou.s ,erhs.tittIP of opera
broadcasts by - acquiring
rights to syndicated opera
series such as the Lyric
Opera.
He added that he hopes the
station will be able to offer
recordings of the San Fran-
cisco Opera for the second
successive year, beginning in •
Di V F LOPED & PRINTED
LFWII OVI, ROLL PER COUPON
5x7 COLOR ,a
Enlargcmcnt 89
Wit r ROM ANY SUDS OR COLOR NEGATIVE
xpost kr ELME%
Uwe.H Reirar • IIIsvare
it h this OUIRMI
Cgraham & Jackson
OR TNIE PARTICULAR MAN
oupon timid April 21 St 22
Taste the beauty ,ot Sunrise® insta r504.30•94
coffee mellowed with chicory. It's the 1.'‘ivn I
of_ new coffee taste—coffee taste that:,
better natured, not bitter,
• Because Nestle has discoyered hy, to
mellow fine .6offeeg with roasted chitot
to bring out coffee's better-natu ttve
-the 04ef-kelfrte-40444.
Sav4ajtts .0104:***G.14tatit(iie.




Save SOC on any size jar of Sunrise
instant coffee mellowed with chicoary
Raise youx Conscious.,.* - 
Your American Cancer;
Society urges you to learn
cancer's warning signals and
'ways of safeguarding against-
cancer. To learn more check
with your American Cancer
Society; to help save. more
lives, give generously to the
American Cancer Society
' rtoW.during_,.. ;Ca. ncer. Control
Moth.- 
..
1'6 Free For The Asking 1
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




Watch For Grand Opening!
• FREE PRIZES
• FREE GIFTS
• SUPER BUYS /
 500 r ,
.1
1.
1 . Coupon refund offer I
I ustsen,l us,nner.secils.14irryytc-,toitvon,4! vou)f unrc0upon,Tr" wiSta fen c1. . •
I I C2 11.1 . c-ccr .1 1 8 0/ or of Suruwe•
j, 0.*.x.1 ,10,,, CualOmet on pu .
00010r IQ . . 1 1 trl'AILIO • K.Prisnt0 8 0 GO X-.. fin., Boston, widirisurvo- 111—.
r*,....1 I I
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Up-Right or Chest Type
We Buy 'em by The
TRUCKLOAD






-1Acire i0010 in leis space.
: cae
usesa super irasulAtiord
it creates a shim wall -
- that means more room inside,: -
• less bulk outside. -
FCD-123T











.18 Lb.  Site
w5Temperatures •
*Water Level Control ek
4Pe:trna-Press Care 4: ti3900
• 909
  1 $2680° 
usamosi,
 aminnusswinmene
lay we Thaak Tom, our loyal customs
making this 24 Years possible. Today I
just as we did • 24 years -ago — gi
Customer the best postiblo deal you ca
back it up with the bar in service, a







Builders Contractors and Kitchen Remodelers — Ward-Elkins(
has a limited number of Kitchen Cabinets which have been removed from
- their displaysajbeseare all on sale at their original cost.












•7-• Thormodor-BuittrIn Ovens-Cook Tors-Inereipsys fr° 111100r Convertible vvva •P A Dal
Corning Smooth Top Nangss ,..Tradowind Moods & Vestilators-Can 01




•* Special Select Group Range








An Autornatc Ice hk
with popular-siz
Frigidaire refriger
NATURALLY. PLUNNIWKIINSTALLATION IS E











Be Sure To Stop By Er See i-Chir A
• .,•••-•••••• ...,••••••••
nu aunts. r, I .. LEDGER a TIMES, Weessidwy, Awl 11, IM
ownimemoist  
Will Yes, our loyal customers,'fer
is 24 Years possible. Today We feel
e did 24 years 'ago — give
the best postible deal you can, thin
with the ber in service, aid this





$168 Built-In Grill — 
st9 00 2 .
•00 .
-




'END LESS TIME COOKING*














RCA solid state, solid value XL-100.- color TV—




Er see Our New Kitchen Displays
•,••




Convertible Cook Top Grill
wind Moods & Ventilators-Can Openers-Toasters
Is-Chopping Blocks '
Meilen Cahinit I itinities by:
'salter Mold
.--Coppet-Ilappance-In Oak, Maple I Cherry
Morillat-In Oak
_ -•••••.,••••• • ••••••
ti
 N f
itC/11 The RoomMassIWO IOU
•
• Automatic Color Control -
• Automatic Fleshtone Correction






• If it isn't RCA,
it isn't XL.-100.,
• 100% solid state
Xtendedlife chassis •
-• Low power consumption—less _, -than tritlittt bulb _
• ROA-MillTM Kent07.11
. XtendedLife chassis and electronic tuning
'291M
,RCA irdiagonai XL-100 compact Color_













RCA 19"di,,,,,o XL-100 color TV
hith new 100% solid state
AtendedLife chassis -




  _Oos 
II Elm Phan Pony
2. Two Year Old Walking fakes 
3. Wes Duet Gaited Horse
 tindiaskaatew Walking Horse 
Wier Roadster Pony!. like 
--I-lustier Old Walking Horse 
Celled Ho& 




 .PaschaN Trick lines, I4urray, Ky.
Peoples Bank, Murray, Ky.
 —Guy Gray Supply Co. Padwatait
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co., Murray Unbolt*,
11. Equitation
12. ShorPleasure Walking Horse
13. Junior Five Gaited Horse 
mi Furniture, A Friend and The Showcase, Murray,
Ky.
 Reed Crushed Stone, Gilbertsvilk, Ky.
 Crouch Construction Co. Mayfield, Ky., Pagliats
za, Murray, Ky.
.Vinson Tractor, to., Murray, Ky.
• West Ky. Rural kledric Cooperative Corp., Mayfield
Ky.
 Bolden Meadows Farm, Benton, Ky, Wordy Farm
Rockport, Ind.
,.Sponsors .
Security4ederal Savings & ban, Marty_
Stallions & Geldings Mititilantinr4 Sillington CO8-
suiting %MK Murray -
19 Open Roadster Pony  Holiday Inn Ninny, Ky. Ryon Milk Co.
Dairyman's Supply Co. Ind. Mayfield, Ky.
-20. Amateur Walking Norse Open Mr. John A.-Williams, Paducah, Ky.
21 American Saddlebred Five
Gaited Pleasure Horse .Rotary Club
—22. Style Racking Horse iisher-Price Toys, Murray, Ky. -
23. Open Fine Harness Pony. -   Murray ledger & Times, Murray, Ky._
-24. Juvenile Walking Horse Belcher Oil Co., Mayfield, Ky.
25. U. P. H. A. Challenge Cup Equitatine
• 26. Open Three Gaited Horse   Emerald Ridge Farms, Grand Rivers, Ky.*
21. Four Year Old Walking Horse  Sue & Charlie's Restuarant, Aurora, Ky.
28. Fine Harness Horse Fabrics Ind., BliCkifIgildrn & Ray Ltd, *ray 
Warehousing Corp., Grain Division, Murray, Al.
29. Open Racking Horse .Harper & Arteburn General Contractor, Paducah, Ky.
A Patron of the Horse Show
30. Road Horse To Bike Murray Automobile Dealers Association, Murray, Ky.
31. Open Walking Horse Hutson Chemical Co., Inc., Murray, Ky. & Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club
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Motel Signs
"815!" *honied, • flashing -i7ed -
„sign that .adMined the front of**
suburban motel. Than the city
passed a law saying that signs__
showing : prices had to also de-
scribe - in the same size letter,
ing-whit kind of accommoda-
tions were being offered.
,C
But of-the -metal;•
irmteed-of adding more informa-
tion, simply knocked off the dollar
Sign'
'Now," he explained when baled
Into -it is only a number,
_ not a price. Therefore that new
• ;_Voes not lx:  
• owever, t court Itekthim ie _
violation. The court mid the
-average motorist wmild 'assume -
that the reniaining"-'15" was
__indeed a price, even without the -
- dollar sign. .
A number of communities have
taken steps to keep outdoor motel
signs under control-for reasons
both economic and esthetic. By
/Itch regulation- has
been held a valid exercise of
governmentafPower.
But the'regulation must- be en.
- • -mother- caee-e
-city tried to extend the rules to a
sign located inside a motel lobby.
Officials argued that ''you can see -
the sign from the outside-through
the window."
But the court threw out their
complaint, saying an inside sign
should be treated more leniently
"than an outside sign because
doesn't clutter up the landscepic--
Nor may the government resort
to overkill. One town flatly for-
bade all Outside price signs on all
businesses. But a court found this
_ _tokbean unconstitutional infringe-
ment of freedom of speech. Seeing
no good reason for differentiating
'between price-signs and any other _
kind of signs, the court said-:
"A sign advertising rates is not
esthetically distinguishable from
a sign advertising services. A rata
sign is ugly only in the eye. of... 
competitor."
A public service feature of the






-Baby Boy Autry Debbie ),
Rt. 2, Hazel, Baby Girl
Deirington (Sandy), Rt. 7,
Mayfield. -
Dismissals
Miss Shirley L. Prater, 132
Walnut Ct., Benton, Mrs.
Maria A. Tidwell and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Linda G. Haynes, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Donna M. York and
Baby Boy, Box 97, Hardin,
Miss Bonnie A. Pierce and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Martha A. Ashlock, Rt. 2,
Pat* Tit., Miss Teresa L.
Champion, Elizabeth Hall,
MSU', Miss Katherine L.
Yeager, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn.,
Gary Edwards, Rt. 6, Murray,
Bobby G. Warren, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, William J. Green, Rt.
5, Murray, Van Dolen Sullens,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Henry L. 'Cole,
1007 W. 5th., Fulton, Mrs.
Florence R. Dunaway (ex-
pired), Rt. 1, Farmington.
PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What Is . Project
Independence?
Project Indepen-
dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is







I. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to




and others), AND •
3. Oen not get the












FROM THE MAKERS OF CURITY DIAPERS *
Prifold-ed--Sa-seye
diapers with 'fiber










Colorful nursery print sheets of 100% Cot-
ton. Guaranteed to fit standard 28)(52 in..,
crib mattress. Corner seams reinforced















Co4orful, iiiiikable plastic nurs-aica make
feeding time more fUn..Each lovable char-
' ac ter Cerintif Wirt A fltmoit-S EvenTfo.tti1p0Tb.
. Prices Good
Wed. thru Mon.
E" PAD • 3-33':
-puity-ARD PAD .... . . . 4:00
PORT-A-CRIB BUMPER . 4.00
ALL AROUND
CRIB BUMPER . 4 • • • 5.00





Colorful print gown with sturdy - rust-
proof snaps. Drawstring bottom to keep
baby warm. Flame ritsistant. Shrink rp.,
_s_istant._88% C ordel ar4_ 12% •polyester. _
9 7REG. k7
Easy to clean. Folds






Bright yellow trays (2 hot, 8841 cool). Colorfast and dish-
washer safe.
Folds for storage. Yellow gingham.
-6vere I I. -
-COSCO DELUXE PLAYPEN
WITH CALICO _..._.. 19.8
CURIT























Thermal knit keeps baby warn; in win-
ter, draft free in summer. Knit binding
is long wearing and 50. 100% Acrvl-
ic.--30x40 in, size. In White, Maize,
Aqua and Pink.-'
Includes 6 holders anil










acres if Free Parities
18-0Z.
BABY OIL




flat for travel or
storage, but will







Designed-kir walkers, strollers. Has "uni-,




BLicket seat styling. Tu-
bular steel con-struction:
Custtom upholstered in
black and white... Pad-
ded with "posture firm"
foam.
LOVE SEAT
• Durable, shock-absorbing construction.
Harness of genuine automotive-type wr•b-
ttrturr--wmt-- rgtr,tturtircr:,--rtogrtterrt
foarn.paddilio. Soft vinyl pad is reversibfe,














• bring us yours for extra
Made from omit
size 1b541, any size.-
-Willetslow-as 24 ,
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th.
•- 7534135. Free parking
lot. use our rear en-
trance.
5 lost And Found















pbethented by two of es-
at raw
-areas snit instresnent
;wait iailividaal mil be
trakeidliitlio pawn la' the
Divon ned,will 'wart in
venom 17.4nbiety area. Co









e • • In
clothing, but inwardly
they are ravening
wolves. Ye shall know__ -
them by their fr_uitit.-Do.
men gather grapes of
-thorns, or figs of
)t! For Bible study, WOR MS
INNelk Lefsa4Pitla.
Pbsee: 1511-1111 or
sec 13- &Vial Op-
6 Help Wanted
SERVICE STATI.ON





person, Ky. Lake Oil Co.
South 4th Street, bet-




- position with Weal firm.
Person - hired.__inuat
possess -skills in gedger
" entries,' pap ull, ctL.,
• and respevt 
or
Degree or associate




work -closely with and
get along *ell with
others a :definite- plus.
,Start-ing- salary
--Comensuratt  With







mechanic, and front end
man. Must have own




O.OUL YOU Link I
75,00 0
LP4 ONE 1k-,
se SELF EFAPLOY AND
NOT HAVE TO y IN. tsi A4.0
OF 
mokt
Sas our ad ki00414 Hs W.Mid
„ FOR SALE OR LEASE -
POSITION opening in commercial metal
s,-
physicians office it building, 88 x it Gas
tallying offict-mirsint---heat. Located 406
duties. Send resume to Sunberry Circle.. For




cut grass at. Central'-
Center. See or call John
Hopkins at Citie Central
after 7:30 p.m. 753-0881.
APPLICATIONS now
being taken for counter
and -warehouse man,
Person hired should-.









resume of past ex-
perience and salary
requirements to Box 93,
Murray, Ky. 42071
phone,tt*stles?"TWA about
-- ----imp-in-* -ADY -




  Barn _
Special Show
esemod OM Ow/ kw
flay PillOW _
'Saturday, ,
1T.00 p.m Call 502.4
5806




fall time and part time
lrediL oak
Or lois and nights.
Must be side to work se
or older. No others need













resume. of past ex-
- and
•





need apply. Do not apply 
Custom
-  7W34B14.
grate top quallitoys -.
-inel.gifts. Coll milled--
to Ann Baxter, 319416.




wanted at L and 13 Cafe.
Call for appointment.
FOR WATKINS 7534465 or 759-1894 ask
ProcMc4. Cogift---a--
Holman:74ines, 217 South 
13tt.t., phase 753-2129..
NOW OPEN Tuesday.
Sunday for your dining
pleasure. Cypress
krings Restaurant on






D aetuxe bus. Call Ru ,
Blackwood, Tour
Representative, Penn-
yrile Tours after 5
p.m. 753-2/27 or write
2)3 South 8th Street
- UNION Banker- -tite
Insurance, a McCarther
Company is expanding
its sales force. Would
like responsible person
to represent us in this













Minimum - high school-
education : typing
skills; enjoY working
with people; willing to
learn new skills Send






















perienced only. If in-
terested write, give
experience, references




















-boon* a owl oF tins wampum rat
nsyy waif"
volved .11 th• apossmann.
MN !Mod a r•fiablo gonon
, rano ari anent loo our Mow
In
, as., •••• IIMME.DIATELY
boall.“ ammo bold co Ldmod
_CoolnationL_Esa.
aonloat
VACATION FREE ands Fon




- '-ealty •Tholt-IMPIO consAl2-ur-
"Mom saawor.iy mml 040001,00 40
noon* SUCCESS ...II b• cooud.
wed
Good chir•Cia. Te4...to/0v, It
cif...ban sth.c. ,mposss us noMIS-
(ham gaper...nos No mow what
ron,"t...-Lronnd 0, Vow 'gym os






is now accepting applications for
Hourly Employees
ust be willing to work any of three. shifts and be ob(e to perform a
variety of job skills Persons interested should apply in person at Or,
personnel office of
The Tappan Company .-
Appliance Group Murray Operations_
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Monday through Saturday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 11/F
•
" NATIOPICAL PEDE • rs;
OF
VGRMICI %it Itralli 
1 tl I K fitow• N W
Ilkult•neturi. D C 2000I,
202 317 IESS
NEED MAtURE woman
to care for two children,




real future. For am-
bitious people. Could be












--, MECHANIC, set up man
. and general labor. Call
759-4895.




tractor, 38" mower, Two
years old. Excellent
.condition. $300. Call 753-
0561 -or 753-8612.




_ BEDROOM, living room,
ESTABLIRW1ED lucrative dining room suites,
glass door china. ,central air, gas heat...,-cabinet, cherry gun washer -and dryer.case, automatic washer , Underpinned. Call_ Ind -dryer. Call 435414- between-7-0,m...andift:30---. .evenings. .. • p.m. 753-4158;
retail clothing business
.for sale. Guaranteed








DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be undersold.
Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and CalloWay
County, Tucker T. V.
• Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
27 Mobile Home ales
GOOD USED MOBILE A USED SEVEN piece
hoin-cvs.-urTing321,- dinette -sec a25-.no.--A.T.9-6 - used 3 piece bedroom
,e-WANTED STANDING set, including Nos
--timber. We pay ,t0P----- gorily/3 an wattreas._
pikes on good- quaTIV .sus. call
-̀ ----Tniber and will pay cash 
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6 p.n.
502-489-2334.
PART TIME help, nights
Apply in person K and N
Rootbeer, 4th and -
Sycamore.
HOUSEKEEPER to help
1-2 days week per-
manent and college
student or 'anyone to







boy and Night SNP Ap
'
al





Aaiun 28 Contact 43/-
459? after 4 p.m for
resve.
SMALL ALUMINUM flat
bottom boat or canoe.'
No motor or trailer QUALITY DINING room
needed. Call 435-4237. suite, solid pecan. Six
chairs, cane backed.
SEAT4MBEDForli005.---Ca753-gre after .m.
and duck. Pay above
market --price -Write
Country Bedding, Route
1, Box 13, Almo, Ky. Call










plus buShtig, $1875. Steel
WANTED WHITE . oak tired wagon with run-
•'-and walnurveneer-:'-' Will ning gear, $50. Contact
cid or starenr, -- Paul Anderson, Route Si
knell or large trac'• Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-527-
1830:















electric cook -stove. Like
new. Moving must sell.
Call 489-2373 or 753-9924
CUSTOM MADE
draperies, made to your
measurement. No labor
charge. Over 150 pat-
terns and colors, 15 per
cent- off month of April.
Hirsch & Co. 753-
9779.
lorrisinlitRS. model
507. 643.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
8 FT. WOOD garage door
with 6 lights. Good-'
condition. Call 753-2377.
TILLERS chain drive, 5






blades. Your choice 26",
28" or 30". $5.99 each.
•Wallin.Haldware, Paris.
TESTED AND approved
. by millions of
homemakers. Blue
Lustre carpel cleaner is
tops.' Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
1' P001. 1.5ble, shallow
well pump and tank, 26
10 speed bicycle. -Call
425-4391 r
56 USED refrigerators In
stock, 450 to $12S• A161
apartment size dovei'
used furniture. 75 use°
air conditioners, 175. to •
$100 Used school desks,













408 Corner of Salem •
Chapel -Rd, 1-354-6644.
FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticki. Call
489-2126.
1975 INTERNATIONAL
farm tractor. 820 hours.
' PS and PSW, A-1 con-
WI) Allis
Claimer, plow, disc and
mower. Good condition.
Cali 75V7833 or 753-4661.
NEW FORD 23, 6"
hydraulic fold wing disc.
Only $6.000. A and I Ford
Supply0.40ighway 54,
West Paris, 642-8544. -
20 Sports Equipment
1-THUST SELL 277 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
equipped 460 Ford
engine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
, warranty. _Edwards
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
-Benton, Ky. 527-1436
days, 527-8814 nights.
16 FT. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 27 ft. mast with
main and jib safl. Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or 753-
4029.
1974 IS' FIBERGLASS
bass boat. 1974 70 h.p.
Evinrude motor, trolling
motor, 2 gas tanks, two
batteries, spotlight and
anchor. $1850- Call 436-
5427.
14' BOSTON WHALER,




crappie or bass. $1500.
Phone 753-1913,
FOR SALE Lowrance fish
locator, 'and Flueger























across from Pest Office,
Paris, Tr)
1973 14 x 64 Peerless,
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and--
mobile home spaces for




tools, shop vac, guns,
camping gear, knives,
toys, old barber chair,
clothes, books, sewing
machine, etc. Go High-
way 94 West to Highway
783 South then .8 mile on
left. Starts Sunday 9








32 Apartments For ',tent
THREE Room furnished- =
apartment, air con-
carpets, lots of closets.
Can be seen at Owens







With The) rieNity. Touch
- • 
•
LOSE NO TIME IN--
SEEING THIS ONE
-Here's a modern 3
bedrotim home di 1
acre - 4 miles north '







Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
4 3 Real Estate
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING - Roomy 3
bedroom home on 3,4
acre lot only minutes
from city limits. H9me
features study„ 11/2
baths, central. heat and
air, 2 car attached
garage. Lot has nice
shrubs and trees, in-
cluding some fruit trees,
and fenced backyard.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or visit our
conveniently located--
office at 711 Main.
THE IDEAL life is yours
with this lovely home in
..P ama Shore&
IyikevierAust - minutes
from town: 3 bedroom,
1/2 'th, livin room,,
-reality ---ropm, lovely
kitchen, patio, 2 car .
• garage only - $41,000. 
Nelson-:Sliresti Ca., --- -
- -Realtors, 711117117;
•__ SOUTHSIDE MANOR_ ACRES Lars for rent
APARTMENT'S south or sale. $30 per month.
Broad Extended, City water and sewage.
Roberts ECtat" 3 miles
-PlIcations now being East 'of Murray. Call
taken for new one, two 753-3745.
and three bedroom,
Section VIII Hud- CONVENIENT
subsidized apartments. LOCATION - Walk
Occupancy available 30- across the street to the
60 days. Call 753-8668. university from this
_ Ask for Brenda Jones.---------well-kept older home
• Equal opportunity • with three bedrooms, •
housing. two hath.s, centra1. gas
heat and a_
ONE AND-TWo-imdreidn-- --basement. lbers&rakto •
-apartments. 1414 'Vine. in extra plus with- 2
three room upstairs
FURNISHED apartment----apartment with outside
$65 per month. Call 753-- entrance. If you are
8333. looking for a house'
priced in the mid forties
that is cOnvenient to the









Available May 12. Two
bedroom, kitchen, living
room and den. Call 753-
8355.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT for rent. Can be



















$75. Three months old:
Call 753-7506, or can be




Also duck eggs and





22nd. In basement at 2/3
. South 11th.






April Vrtd at 1 o'clock at'
Mrs Kirby- Bury's
home The hope Is also
for sale, will show at any
time Turn right at Bury
Grocery, watch for,














• have lake Property




Subdivision ... lots. and
homes. Make in
vestment your whet.--











' PLAN AHEAD FOR
SUMMER" If you've
















manager. Good benefits, vacation,
profit sharing, good working con-
ditions, experience preferred.
Apply in person at Rose's




BY OWNER • •
Have you always I6oked for lhat 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick house with fireplace, all built-ins, 2 car garage, 3
aeres of wooded len. and within 4 miles of Murray'
This new house is located Ins restricted area on the
Ezell Rd. nisi' EarrElementarySthool and has recen-
-Alip.hoon:-coenpleeely-- kansbocaped- 4tve4iadIng fdlinittng
Itifttrai heat and air 'Heat pump 'Living room and
- morn eambination 'Kitchen and On 'Mtn-
finialiton 'large utility room eautlfujrtWered patio
Ideal for garden or orchard and all the convenience of
























































































































































NEW LISTING 35 acres
all fenced with road
frontage on 3 sides.
Includes 30 tendable









and school.. .3 bedroom
brick will:1sec room and
den, fenced in brick and
wood patio, priced in the
30's.. .Can't wait _to tell__
you more-about-At.- Cali
me at 7534498 for more
Ceeetta- Jobs
Realtors. 
79 ACRES FOR SALE -
just listed. Property ha
35 tendable acres, some
timber and lots of_
scenic ,-private building
sites. Drive down your




priced - 30's. Phone us.
today for more in-







A TOUCH of Nature
surrounds this
beautifully kept brick on
picturesque 2 acre
lot.. Some of the special




months, 22 x 15 patio for
. summer cook-outs.. .and
much, much more! May
we show you today? Call
753-1492 or 753-1499
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
NEW. LISTING - _EX-
tremely . attractive 3
bedroom brick home
- 4eaturing fireplace, den,
1_1/2 baths, -basement";
" "Mid beautifully land-
Scaped yard. Located
close _ to schools abd
shopping. Priced to sell






edleirieseeliss am oft Is-
do Cold N. Recently
ressedeled 3 or 4 bedroom
Imo, 21 acres of geed ten-
dons ned,compietny fen-
ced. Merry outside buildings
plus modern far/OW/18g
11111011111. Stock water on1,11.4
wit Woad boss aid
'shams iskyl .
tidy 4 odisiso oft 121S.:_ _ _ .
Ildsl000ki BK Wadi*
Idol Id ems dmi mots a
imps M. limo MS Woo
.....1m8y_1oima mei isms kit.
• --Alostorit int r
tad. him
MON. Col ow. Omar
-dams% ragas. _
753-3263 Anytime
lakeview lot in a
prestige restricted area.
also a few -five -acre--
parcels only one mile
from lake. Call John C.
Neubauer, realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
-ProfessionaLSer,:urs
With 1 Li Flu-whs. 1  v it. h• •
- You're all steamed
- up . and your house
- could .care less! Life
doesn't have to be all.
that bad ... not when
:-----there's an, easy way,
- out! The Solutibn?
List your home with
--BOYD-MAJORS _Re-.--
- al Estate and Relax!
105 N. 12th:
NAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED
A FARM AND STILL BE
CLOSE TO TOWN?
See These Beautiful Home Sites 3111114 From T
• ill form 3 acres it were
• Restricted ores
*Itesiderniel devotees..., , or boshigi sod no whip ion«
• del ors.
'Illocktoo frontiers





Choice So. 12th location. New con-
struction, 1, 2 or 3 room suites
available. Will finish interior to your
specifications. Ideal for dentist, op-






Very nice 3 bedroom home on 1,4 acre located in
Kirksey. Beautifully landscaped with fruit trees
and grape arbor. Bright, cheerful rooms in-
cluding living room, den, newly remodeled bath,
nice kitchen & huge utility room. Double walk-in
closets. 15 x 16 outside storage. Must-see to ap-
preciate. Call or come in to
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
41aels-41sfra MIME
14elping people our buslrielis
Iversiossi
Illorie Nicks, Reetter 75,1444 loiauso pow, S. Assoc 153
Dove litcnsods, S. Add. 753-15311 sem ossiss, s. hew. 7ssiesi
ma. soormai I Add. 753-23,44 Now, snot babe,. yst.i "6
LOTS FOR SALE Lake




28 ACRES 3 thiles S.W. of
Hazel. 26 tillable.
$29,500. Call 435-4305.
_5c ACRE FARM located 2










- Farmer Ave. Priced in
mid 20'S Call 753-8726.
COUNTY ESTATE city
conveniences 2 miles
from city limits.. 3.3
acres of privacy.
Private lake. Beautiful
wood park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom houSe,
fully carpeted lots of
closets and cabinets.
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to
.your specifications with
commitment. Priced in
low's 40's Call 753-9850.
HOME FOR SALE 4 Year
old 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, dishwasher,
electric, stove, part





bedroom, VI bath house
in Canterbury. Central
heat and air, fireplace,
lots of closet plus many
extras. See to. ap-
preciate call 753-3903.
HOUSE WITH 12 acres
land, extra nice. Two
bedropm brick shop.
Other outbuilding.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
0430 or 753-814,
THREE BEDROOM
brick home, living room,
dining room, kitchen,
den, utility room. Bath
and 'half. Call 753-6402
weekdays after 4 and
weekends anytime. 753-
l934days.
1976 HONDA 360, less
than 4,000 miles. Several
extras including new
- helmet. Like new. $800.
Call 753-8124.




1975 SUZUKI GT 280,
excellent condition. 1971
Plymouth • Etarracuell,
- $300.. Call -.159-1516.
L A 
-HONDA CII 3601. Brand
-new, 1976. 150 miles. Call
753-4112 or 759-1200.
125 PENTON motor cross
-bike, very good con-




„.0 1978 Untted feature Syndicate Inc ..9-;
oToPAY, 1 PECIDEC *THE ECONOMY
NEEDEP A SHOT IN TtiF-ARhILL-_,_
1974- MON-T E -CARLO.1974 125 YAMAHA ..MX et.,.
,extra fast. Good knobby call 4354429.
tires. -call 435-4429.. --- - - - -
1971, HONDA .350, 12,000-
actual miles. $350. Call
753-4029
1977 HARLEY DAVISON
1200 Super Glide. $2850.





autom -Win the floor.
Good tires and a good
car. $300.00. Phone 1-354.-
6217.
197.6 MUSTANG 28,000
miles. Meat sell Best
offer. Call 759-4578.
• 1974 MONTE CARLO,
burgandy with black
top. Crtaxleoixiition„ ms amo actual-
436-2711.* miles. Call 753-4330
-19tt -Et _
350 Cu in with / barrel
tarburator. Power




vertible, 110 engine, 4
speed, 95 per cent



















floor, blue with bhie
interior. Swivel bucket
seats, steering, brakes
and air. $1350. Call 435-
4237.
1970 PLYMOUTH Fury, 2
door, . 318 automatic,
61,000 actual miles.
Good condition. $575.
Call 753-3571 or 753-8124.
1475 VOLVO 164 E, AT, all
power, air condition,
AM-FM radio, low




air Good shape. Also
topper for short wheel
base pickup. Call 753-
3737.
MUST SELL i977 Cutlass
Supreme with 16,000
miles, 'AM-FM--tape,
factory wheels. Gets 20






1973 GREMLIN - 6 cyl.
straight shift. Gets 27 •







long bed, real nice. Good
running .tondition. $950.






base pickup Aruclt,, low
mileage, goo-d condition.
Call 753-3917 after 5:00.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4








Make an offer. Call 753-
5561.
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser.-




_ with lightsieight aallY4o•
install Eldorado Stone.
No costly footings or
- foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
odoct. -Less than the
.cost. of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project cc we
will install. Buy direct










NICE 8' TRUCK camper." ' ALL TYPES backiioe and
Sleeps 4, range, oven, - septic tank work. Field
--pottie, - -double sink. tile lines installed, 28







Call 753-8681 after 5:00 p.
m.
KAY Deli AMPER for
pickup. Refrigerator, '








ry &ay, Chrome Rum-
Treat,
,,irmwshfeCru se Con&o4Aiatilary




Amy Bests, Sun MOM
Driver's Ptivecy





verter end charger 54.
Microwave oven
AM/FM Stereo with
tape deck, TV Antenna,
Central - Vacuum
Cleaner. C.B. Radio. Coll
753-4320 or see at: 705
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN. otompt ef-







DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared_of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
Ateneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
- Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.








IN by Sears save on
these, high heat and









exterior. Also dry wall













FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
SPRAY PAINTING of all




MOW lawns__M- • ,
Murray and around
lake. Call 436-2563.
WILL MOW YARDS, any
size. Call 7534328 after
3. --
FREE ESTIMATES.  
Built-up asphalt roofing,
gutters. and flashing: 
• -Expert know how. Paris 
Roofing Co., 642-8545.
' WILL DO INTERIOR and
exterior house painting.
Call 759-1228.
WILL DO ALL types
- carpenter work. Ex-
perienced. Large or
small jobs. - Free
'eatfinatis. -W-1-527023.
WILL HAUL rock, lime




• awnings, carports and
,roofs sealed. Call Jack
. Glover 753-187,3 after 5 p.
m: or weekend.
-L-TCENSED ELgC-
TRICAN and gas in-
stallation will do
. plumbing, heating and
,---sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
NOTICE
Mn Arehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high„
large ,'riough for almost any job. Ideal for a





ody Up to 12 a 24 Also berm style, offices corteges
ons, and patios, or U BUILD ,pre cut completely reedy
to 24 60. Buy the best fo, less
BETTER BOY • EARLY GIRL PATIO
JETSTU1 • GOLDEN BOY
STANDARD TOMATOES EGG PLANTS
CABBAGE BEDDING PLANTS
.Large Assortment of •
House Plants it Cactus
Ranting Baskets '- Cactus Gardens
One Group Cacti 3/1"
Ow 1 Oays
.Ilutchens Plant Farm
latsted sPo fl.*ea d Idoet run, west on State I Aneliff st
Hoke' in 54 OA dallidat dem* go Ina.




• Valley 355-2838 or 328-
8567.
BYARS---BROTHERS









my home for children 4





time, so it's time to call
the Professionals' Call
us today for a free
'es-ttmate, Ser-
vicemaster the cleaning






WANT TO CARE for
elderly lady, $300.00 per
• - month_ Phone 527-9073





pride in our work. Call




PIM YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs.
Also septic tank
cleaning: Call John Lane.











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.-
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
:QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. 'Air con-






FREE FOUR cute Collie-7
puppies, 3 nionthri old_;,
• Brown and white, with 44
black marking. Very
alert and playful. Call
753-3535 after .5 p.in.
*PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSFIT AL SUPPLIES FORINT AND SALE





Fri. it Sat. 8-1:30 Calls
*Hair Cuts .•Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
 -Cell-this- !,umber -after -5-410-to- assure--
prompt -seryice-n-ext day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
*Hospital
Summer cottage ideal for getting away from it
*all. LR with-beamed ceiling, kitchen with ap-
- pliance.s, 2 BR & 1 bath. Large wooden deck for
those summer evenings: All for only $9,500.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707
"Heiping people is our business"
Nub ode, looker 751.1056 LooftsPliod, S. Assoc. 7534143
lessAlsehogs, S. Assoc. 753-SSIS Noldx, 5. Dss•c• 757-$041
RieNusu, S. Assoc. 753.2344 Seises Swims, Renter, 759-171#
Black's
Decorating Center
701 South 4th, Murray
is happy to anaoroco
Ruby Duncan
it in our non Decorating Center. She has 12 years
aerience.
Hilda McKenzie





Until Our New Store
Is Open
43-30/2,753-1139,153-5217




 Super Store Will
Open 8 a.m.
-Sun. Morning
Watch for the GRAND OPENING of your new
SUPERSTORE Coming Soon!
Ad
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